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Abstract: This paper presents a model for determining the static load on movable spatial console lattice girder and the clamps which bounded the same one. The paper presents guidelines for theoretical determination of the static load using an appropriate software package and conducted modeling for this purpose. Also, the paper displays the methodology for experimental determining the static load by setting a model for the experimental measurement on the specific measuring points of the clamps and the characteristic positions of the carrying console. The research is carried out on a concrete real object and the results are shown numerically and graphically, which enables carrying out an analysis of the load and deducing concreting conclusions about the research object.
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1. Introduction

The carrying construction of the working wheel on a rotating excavator is a spatial steel console bounded with clamps, which can be moved in a horizontal and vertical plane. In the horizontal plane, moving this console is enabled by turning the lower construction of the excavator. In the vertical plane, the moving is from nethermost position where digging is below the ground level to the uppermost position at the maximum digging height above the ground level.

The spatial carrying console is with a lattice design, which at its first end is jointly connected, and at the free end carries the working (rotating) wheel of the excavator. The console is bounded with two clamps, usually with a rectangular cross-section, which with the opposite ends are carried on to the upper construction of the counterweight of the excavator (ballast construction).

The static load of the clamps of this spatial console lattice girder is by its own weight from the construction that they hold, and theoretically these are the load sizes for the standby condition of the excavator. In particular, the static loads of the clamps are tensile forces as a reaction from the weights of the elements on the working wheel and its carrying construction.

The static load of the clamps can be determined by theoretical and experimental way. The theoretical determination is based on a static calculation of the forces in the clamps using the static balance conditions for the three characteristic positions of the carrying console - uppermost, horizontal and nethermost position. The experimental determination is based on an experimental measurement of the forces in the clamps, at measuring spots (points) in the most loaded cross-section of the clamps, for the characteristic positions of the carrying console.

2. Theoretical determination of the static load

For theoretical determination of the static loads onto the clamps, it is necessary to set up the model of the carrying console and its clamps. The mathematical (numerical) model needs to implement a computer static calculation, and the same one should be close to the real model.

For a concrete rotating excavator, the excavator SRs-630/I product of the German company TAKRAF, which works in the coalmine “Suvodol” Bitola, sets the real and mathematical model of the carrying console and its clamps (Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Knowing the technical characteristics of the construction and application of a matrix analysis of the construction with a software package for this purpose, the static loads for the characteristic positions of the load carrying construction are determined, or loads on the excavator’s standby without taking into account the working conditions.

The theoretical (analytical) determination of the static loads on the clamps of the rotating excavators finds justification in the development phase of the excavators (even when there is no real object) because it is a faster and cheaper way but with less accuracy than the experimental determination.

Calculated sizes of forces in the clamps which come from static load, using the SAP 2000 software package, are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Panel 1</th>
<th>Panel 2</th>
<th>Panel 3</th>
<th>Panel 4</th>
<th>Panel 5</th>
<th>Panel 6</th>
<th>Panel 7</th>
<th>Panel 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper side</td>
<td>Chief cantilever I</td>
<td>Under side</td>
<td>Chief cantilever II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Real model of the carrying console

Fig. 2 Mathematical model of the carrying console and its clamps
### Table 1. Theoretical sizes of forces from static load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position of carrying structure</th>
<th>Tension force in [kN]</th>
<th>Right clamp</th>
<th>Left clamp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uppermost</td>
<td>773.13</td>
<td>748.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>850.32</td>
<td>823.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nethermost</td>
<td>819.47</td>
<td>792.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Experimental determination of the static load

The experimental determination of the static loads on the clamps of the carrying consoles could be done by measuring the strains to which they are exposed when the excavator is on standby, for characteristic positions of the console. The strains in excavator standby position are reaction to the own weight of the structural elements.

Stresses measurement of clamps is carried out in an indirect way, or by measuring the dilatations at certain measuring spots of the clamps with the most used method for this purpose - the tensiometric method. The dilatations of the measuring points are measured with the set measuring strain gages, and the connection of the dilatations with stresses and stresses with loads should be established using certain settings of the materials strength.

The measurement of the static loads of the two clamps on the carrying console of the rotating excavator working wheel requires a longer and more difficult preparation, given the working conditions of the excavator which is carried out according to a conceptual methodology for this purpose.

For the measurements of the excavator SRs-630 onto the both clamps there are placed five measuring gages for measuring axial stresses, with different layout on each clamp. The measuring gages on the two clamps are placed in the intersection, which according to the estimation is considered to be the most overloaded, and is located at the transition from the constant cross-section of the clamps toward the tilt, where the clamps with the little axles are joined to the carrying console of the excavator's wheel. The arrangement of the measuring gages for the right clamp is shown in Figure 3, and for the left clamp in Figure 4.

### Table 2. Experimental sizes of forces from static load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring point</th>
<th>Right clamp</th>
<th>Left clamp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1270.08</td>
<td>812.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1248.91</td>
<td>1141.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1140.26</td>
<td>1285.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1258.89</td>
<td>1314.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1229.76</td>
<td>1282.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1292.76</td>
<td>1288.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1292.76</td>
<td>1284.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1292.76</td>
<td>1289.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to obtain a clearer picture of the measurement magnitudes obtained by the experimental measurement, all the final results of the performed measurements are processed and systematized and the diagrammatic shown in Figure 5.

### 4. Measurement characteristics

The static load of the clamps was measured by the following way: the carrying structure of the working wheel was leaning in a lower position at rest, on supports with hydraulic pumps, in which position the clamps were loosened, or unloaded. This condition is the conditional zero of the load on the clamps. The carrying console is raised by about 2 m and the static load on both clamps is measured for a horizontal position. The carrying console was then lifted up to its uppermost position, for which position the static load of the clamps was measured. The static load on the clamps was also measured for the nethermost position of the carrying console on the working wheel.

During the measurement, the static load change in the clamps was followed from the influence of:
- removal of the hydraulic support of the carrying console;
- turning the console left and right;
- turning the working wheel without load;
- the work of the conveyor tape on the carrying console without load;
- the transport of the excavator.

From all previously mentioned the following conclusion is ascertained:
The extraction of hydraulic supports does not cause a change in the static load on the right clamp, while in the left this change is small by increasing on the measuring spot 6 and decreasing on the measuring spot 7.

When turning the carrying console to the right, change in the load on the right and left clamp is recorded. On the right clamps - the measuring spot 1 and 4 have a lower force, which is 62% and 59% respectively of the load size in this position of the console before the turning starts; at the measuring spot 3, an increase of 69% of the load before turning; no change in load was recorded at measuring spot 2. On the left clamp - at the measuring spot 5 there is a 38% reduction in the load; on measuring spots 7 and 8 there is an increase of 100%; while no change has been recorded at measuring spot 6.

When turning the carrying construction to the left it is recorded for the two clamps the same load change at measuring spots as when turning to the right, but with some smaller forces.

The rotating of the working wheel without load does not cause a change in the load condition of the clamps.

The work of the conveyor tape without load does not cause a change in the load on the clamps.

The transport of the excavator also does not cause a significant change in the load. Negligible oscillatory load changes are recorded at measuring spot 3 on the right clamp and measuring spot 6 on the left clamp.

5. Conclusion

The theoretical determination results of the static loads on the clamps of carrying console should be treated as orientation values because they do not take into account the specific working environment impacts and the actual technical condition of the excavator, as well as the change in the size of the forces at different positions at the cross-section of the clamps.

The experimental determination results of the static loads on the clamps of carrying consoles are relevant for further analysis. The analysis of the results of the experimental measurement showed that the relevant sizes for the loads of the clamps are the measured forces at the neutral axis of the cross-section of the clamp (measuring spot 2 at the right and the measuring spot 6 on the left clamp).

The static loads of the clamps are the largest for the horizontal position of the carrying console, with the note that the load on the right clamp is greater.

The display on the same diagram of the measured forces for the two clamps per measuring spots and positions of the carrying console allows us to perceive the difference in the load sizes of the two clamps for the same position of the carrying console, for all measuring spots, as well as the difference in the load per measuring spots for the characteristic positions of the console.
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ABSTRACT: The main task of the research is to establish the regularities of the formation of a non-detachable compound of thin-walled elements from the Ni-20Cr-6Al-1Ti-1Y2O3 alloy and to determine the functional condition of the influence of soldering modes on the physical-mechanical characteristics of the compound. It has been shown the modeling of temperature fields in ANSYS 18.1. It has been established that the process of vacuum soldering should take place at a temperature of 1350°C for 15-20 min; the strength of the resulting compound is 390-420 MPa when the sample is stretched. The obtained information can be used as a theoretical basis for the development of the manufacturing process of the elements of the spaceship heat-shielding system.

KEYWORDS: WELDING; SOLDERING; HEAT TRANSFER; VACUUM; HEAT-RESISTANT MULTICOMPONENT ALLOYS

1. INTRODUCTION

Heat-resistant multicomponent alloys, in particular Ni-20Cr-6Al-1Ti-1Y2O3, are used in special engineering, since they successfully withstand the effects of high temperatures (up to 1100-1200°C), while retaining satisfactory strength, bending linear hardness, other important mechanical characteristics.

Studies aimed at developing ways and methods for obtaining non-detachable compounds (e.g., diffusion welding, soldering in vacuum, contact welding on a previously applied substrate), show that the most qualitative for today is diffusion welding in vacuum. The latter involves the creation of not only the high temperatures necessary to activate the diffusion process between the interconnected surfaces, but also significant pressures at the point of contact (up to 50-75 MPa), which, as a rule, are provided, due to the temperature expansion of connected elements those which are enslaved in a special equipment. Typically, such elements are firm and solid specimens, that withstand specified pressures without significant deformations, which lead to errors in the shape of the finished product.

The preparation of specimens, which are spatial non-rigid elements that contact several planes of a small area, did not succeed in this way, which requires the search for methods and techniques for carrying out similar operations with simultaneous optimization of the stiffness parameter of the seam and the absence of significant thermal deformations. An example of products that require the assembly of individual elements in a single design, is a three-layer cellular panel, used, for example, as the re-usable thermal protection of a space vehicle.

The multicomponent Ni-20Cr-6Al-1Ti-1Y2O3 alloy is sufficiently investigated by scientists and technical specialists [1-3], with some papers indicating that the alloy is satisfactorily exposed to diffusion welding and welding-soldering [1].

At the same time, it is noted that the traditional technologies of formation of an indivisible connection of thin plates by loading the junction zone with the nickel-based solder on the basis of nickel with stresses of 35-70 MPa with a subsequent shut-off at a temperature of 1250-1350°C for 15-20 minutes in a vacuum are ineffective. The reason lies in the fact that places for soldering of heat-protective elements are difficult to access; elements and systems of the cellular panels are not rigid, and it is practically impossible to provide such a level of prior compression of surfaces.

2. EXPOSITION

Suppose you want to connect two flat elements on the surface, which is a thin strip (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The unit that is exposed to soldering in a vacuum and its calculation scheme

To ensure reliable welding of plates, two conditions must be fulfilled:
- the pressure between the welded plates should be at least $p_{min}$;
- the temperature of the connection place should be $T_{p}=1330-1350^\circ C$ and be uniform throughout the length of the seam.

Variation of temperature can lead to incomplete soldering or to the appearance of burning and reflow zones.

Since the connection is performed in a vacuum, the heating of the welding zone is mainly due to heat radiation and, to a lesser extent, due to the contact of one of the welded elements with a heated base.

It is known that the amount of energy emitted by a surface element $dP$, oriented at a spatial angle $dO$ and $\varphi$ - the angle between the direction of radiation and the normal to the surface, will be determined as:
\[ dQ_{\varphi} = E_n \, dQ_0 \, d\Omega \, d\varphi \, \cos \varphi , \]  
where \( E_n = 4.9 \left( \frac{T}{\pi} \right)^4 \); \( \varepsilon \) – the degree of blackness of the radiating body; then  
\[ dQ_{\varphi} = 4.9 \left( \frac{T}{\pi} \right)^4 \, dQ_0 \, d\Omega \, d\varphi \, \cos \varphi . \]

Since the heated body has a sufficient length, the temperature regime at each particular point can be determined by the third-generation boundary conditions.

\[ \lambda \, \frac{\partial T(M, t)}{\partial n} = \sigma \left( T_2^4 - T_1^4 (M, T) \right), \]

where \( \sigma \) – constant Stefan-Boltzmann: \( \sigma = 5.67 \times 10^{-8} \text{W/(m}^2\text{K}^4) \); \( \vec{T}_n \) – vector normal to the surface of the body; \( \lambda \) – coefficient of thermal conductivity of the absorbing body.

Simultaneously with the transfer of heat by radiation, the specimen will receive heat from the base on which it is located, which is determined by the boundary conditions of the 4th genus:

\[ \lambda_1 \, \frac{\partial T(M, t)}{\partial n} = \lambda_2 \, \frac{\partial T(M, t)}{\partial n}, \]

where \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) – the coefficient of thermal conductivity of the absorbing and radiating body, respectively.

The simplified amount of transferred heat \( Q_L \) from the \( N \) heating lamellae of the vacuum chamber, taking into account the partial reflection from the body, which is heated, predetermined \( \varepsilon \) can be defined as:

\[ Q_L = Q_0 + N \, Q_{L} - Q_0 = \frac{\lambda}{H} \, (\vec{T}_1 - \vec{T}_2) + N \, \gamma \, \sigma \vec{T}_1^4 - F \, \cos \beta \sigma \vec{T}_1^4, \]

where \( \varphi \) – coefficient of «not blackness», \( \omega \) – the corporal angle in which radiation occurs, \( \beta \) – the angle between the direction of radiation and the normal to the surface.

For a cylindrical coordinate system, the temperature change \( T \) on the surface of the plate, which receives heat by radiation from heaters:

\[ \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial r} = \alpha \left( \frac{\partial^2 T_1}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 T_1}{\partial \varphi^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T_1}{\partial z^2} \right). \]

Here \( r, \varphi \) and \( z \) – radial, angular and axial coordinates respectively.

An increase in the temperature of a specimen causes its thermal expansion, which for a plate is defined as follows: \( \Delta = \alpha T_0 \) then the emerging stresses with a solid latching of plate will be: \( \sigma_\tau = \alpha ET \).

Since the heating of the plate occurs with several lamellae, located around the base at a certain distance, and the plate itself is on the heat insulating surfaces, it is quite difficult to obtain a picture of the temperature deformations in general. To solve this problem, and taking into account the configuration of the body, which is heated, perform modeling of temperature fields in ANSYS 18.1. Let’s take into account the real design features of the used vacuum equipment: the diameter of the platform for installation 320 mm; plate dimensions 75×75 mm; plate thickness \( h_1 = 0.4 \) mm; \( h_2 = 0.14 \) mm. The soldered elements are located on ceramic plates in the thickness of 7.5 mm; the thermal conductivity of which is much less than the thermal conductivity of the base and the soldered elements.

The transition from the plate to the assembled cellular structure requires taking into account the temperature change in height and on the surface of the heated body. In order to prevent the overheating of the cellular structure during the soldering, thermal ballasts in the form of heat sinks made of solid alloy are installed on the table. Their diameter is \( d_b = 35 \) mm, \( h_b = 50 \) mm.

Figure 2 shows the results of calculations of the thermal field at the time of heating end and the picture of thermal radiation of elements that are on the table.

![Fig. 2. Temperature fields and radiation of heated bodies in the chamber of vacuum furnace](image-url)

It is shown that on the plate the temperatures are distributed unevenly, which will result the hogging of the plate or the structure as a whole. It is possible to reduce deformation of elements by using clamping plates, the mass \( m_p \) of which should be sufficient to prevent hogging, and at the same time, not cause significant deformations of the construction for which \( \sigma_{\tau} = 700 \text{K}^2 = 45 \) MPa.

Thus, solving the problem of ensuring the quality of solder joining of elements in a single design requires the definition of rational solder conditions, the placement of ballasts for changing the conditions of absorption of radiant heat, as well as the scheme of loading the seams with clamping elements.

Microelectronic and photo-optical studies of the state of elements exposed to soldering, the tendency to form intermetallic inclusions and various defects of the structure during heating, as well as high activity of the components to carbon, necessitated the complete abandonment of graphite-containing substrates and expanded stacks, since in this case, the processes of adhesion were actively manifested and there was no qualitative seam; the microelectronic investigation showed the presence of a graphitized layer, which reduces mechanical properties, mainly in the zone around the seam. Lowering the temperature to prevent curvatures deprived the ability to receive a molten solder in the contact zone of connecting elements (as a result of which the seam simply crumbled), and the temperature rise of more than 1750 K resulted in the combustion of samples on the stocks.

We also observed a characteristic of the alloy, manifested in involuntary start the exothermic reaction in some points of the surface, as a result of which it could be formed burnout of the material.
Table 1. Condition of elements and defects that occur when soldering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research result</th>
<th>Soldering modes</th>
<th>Micro and macro photos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adhesion of the specimen before the substrate</td>
<td>$T=1300^\circ C$; $\tau=20$ min, $p=10^{-1}$ Pa</td>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Micro and macro photos" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnout of the part of material, fistula formation</td>
<td>$T=1380^\circ C$; $\tau=15$ min, $p=10^{-1}$ Pa</td>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Micro and macro photos" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete soldering with a fault under the action of a bending moment</td>
<td>$T=1250^\circ C$; $\tau=20$ min, $p=10^{-1}$ Pa</td>
<td><img src="image3.jpg" alt="Micro and macro photos" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformation of the finer part of the connection</td>
<td>$T=1380^\circ C$; $\tau=15$ min, $p=10^{-1}$ Pa</td>
<td><img src="image4.jpg" alt="Micro and macro photos" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The appearance of the fistula and the porosity of the seam</td>
<td>$T=1400^\circ C$; $\tau=15$ min, $p=10^{-1}$ Pa</td>
<td><img src="image5.jpg" alt="Micro and macro photos" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracking and fracture of a thinner plate</td>
<td>$T=1380^\circ C$; $\tau=20$ min, $p=10^{-1}$ Pa</td>
<td><img src="image6.jpg" alt="Micro and macro photos" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use nickel powder without additives as solder led to the fact that the melt layer acquired a fibrous structure and did not provide a seam density. At the same time, the small amount of W in the solder precedes the occurrence of pores in the steam and the area around the seam.

At this stage, a number of unsatisfactory results were received which can be divided into the following groups:
1) Adhesion of the specimen before the substrate;
2) Combustion of the specimen when there is cobalt in the chamber;
3) Incomplete soldering with a fault under the action of a bending moment as a result of temperature deflection in the furnace from a cycle given by controller during asymmetrical loading of the chamber;
4) Burnout of the part of the specimen, fistula formation;
5) Deformation of the finer part of the connection due to the temperature act and asymmetry of the applied load;
6) Cracking and fracture of a thinner plate;
7) The appearance of fistulas (both in machining and during sintering) and the porosity of the seam.

As a result of optimization of the soldering process, it was possible to obtain a satisfactory qualitative connection of two plates with different thicknesses overlapped with an overlap of 7.2 mm. The area of the adhesive contact during measurements is 68 mm²; cracks and leakiness at the contact point are completely absent. The thickness of the soldered joint is 0.05-0.15 mm and is due to the initial spatial deviations of the blanks at the point of contact.

To check the accuracy of predictive calculations for a rational mode of soldering, soldering 4 plates of different thicknesses into a single structure was performed in accordance with fig. 3.

Microelectronic studies of the soldering place and mechanical tests have shown the following. On a plate of the largest (0.8 mm) thickness, when a load greater than 25 N was applied, one joint was destroyed. There was also a spreading of solder on the contact surfaces, which not only worsened the appearance of the joint but also changed the mechanical properties of the plate. This is especially dangerous both from the point of view of a slight increase in the mass of the system and from the point of view of the changes in modulus of elasticity and the relative elongation of the base material.
In order to detect the effect of several soldering cycles on the mechanical properties of Ni-20Cr-6Al-1Ti-1Y2O3 alloy elements, we performed a duplication of heating with a thermal soldering cycle. It was established that after a 3-fold heating, thin plates of the experimental specimens began to be rapidly destroyed with the formation of end defects in the form of burns and fistulas.

Thus, since the soldering temperature of the elements with high-temperature solders is 1350-1375°C, it can be concluded that it is desirable to assemble the construction with the minimum number of operations (possibly one).

Consequently, as a result of our work, we were able to gradually test the technologies of obtaining the welded-soldered joints elements into a single system and prove the perspective of using Ni-20Cr-6Al-1Ti-1Y2O3 material for use in ultra-light thermal protection of reusable spacecraft with appropriate technological upgrading of the design, refining it to processability and adapting to the conditions of assembly into a single system.

3. CONCLUSION

As a result of the work, samples of permanent joints were obtained: a single plate, a model of a multiplanar system with u-shaped bridges; sample mock-up.

It has been established that a dense non-porous seam is obtained with the use of solders BIP36 (WPr36) and own solder with a content of W 8-9%, and the process of vacuum soldering should take place at a temperature of 1350°C for 15-20 minutes. The strength of the obtained compound is 390-420 MPa when the specimen is stretched by a tensile machine (with the appearance of tangential stresses). Surfaces for connection must be cleaned chemically and mechanically up to $R_a 1.25-2.5 \mu m$, non-flatness and deformation of the surfaces are not allowed (permissible deviation is 0.03 mm/100 mm of reference length).

The soldering of the heat-protective system is desirable to be carried out in a single setup in a vacuum chamber, while the control of the process should be carried out at the temperature in the soldering spot.

Promising is the approach of using heat shields and heat conductors, which at the same time serve as means for compressing the soldering zone to a value of 0.6-0.8 MPa.
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Abstract: High-frequency electric resistance welding (HFERW) is one of the most common process for production of longitudinal welded carbon steel pipes, suitable for line pipes, casing, and tubing. In the edges joining line of hot rolled coils is formed decarburization layer which sometimes appeared negative impact on the microstructure and mechanical properties of the welded joint, so the aim of this paper is to investigate impact of this layer on the crack propagation in the pipes welded joint, obtained by high frequency electric resistance welding (HFERW). Crack propagation in the pipes welded joint monitored by macro and microscopic analysis as well as by the hardness testing, along and transverse through decarburization layer. Results of this investigation brings additional knowledge about impact of the decarburization layer on the crack propagation in the high frequency electric resistance welded joint.
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1. Introduction

Welding is a complex process and the quality of a welded joint is a function of interaction of significant number of variables, together with the microstructural changes attendant upon welding. High frequency electric resistance (HFER) conduction welding (HFERW) process is one of the most extensively methods for production high quality longitudinal seam welded carbon steel pipes, suitable for line pipe, casing and tubing. In this process, hot rolled coils is gradually formed into round shape through roll-forming stands, (Fig. 1) and its edges are joined by a combination of localized high-frequency electric resistance heating and forge pressure [1, 2, 3]. Most of these pipes are produced according to API Standard [4] plus client supplementary requirements. Under this heat input condition and forge pressure it is possible to improve the welded joint quality and productivity of longitudinal seam welded carbon steel pipes.

The removal of molten metal from the weld zone is beneficial because it eliminates the potentially harmful effects associated with cast structures, such as impact toughness, fracture toughness, etc.

The high frequency current follows a “Vee” shaped path down one edge of the “Vee” and up the other, from one sliding contact (A) to the other (B), completing electrical circuit, (Fig. 1).

From the metallurgical point of view, high frequency electric resistance conduction welding (HFERW) is characterized by extremely rapid heating and cooling over a very short period of time combined with forging pressure. The heat for welding, therefore, is developed in a small volume of metal along the surfaces to be joined. Thermal cycle (heating and cooling) combined with forging pressure are important metallurgical factors for welded joint integrity. As a result of these metallurgical factors some complex microstructure changes can occur.

The material extruded on the inside and outside weld surfaces, usually removed by mechanical cutting while still hot and forms a typical high frequency electric resistance welded joint with narrow bond line (BL) or fusion line (FL) and associated local heat affected zone (HAZ) is formed [5]. The high frequency electric resistance welded joint is subjected to local post weld heat treatment (LPWHT) in-line, the purpose of which is to eliminate zones of excessive hardness, because such zones could be susceptible to various forms of environmental cracking.

The normal high frequency electric resistance welded joint is shown in (Fig. 3). Note that the heat affected zone (HAZ) is shaped like an hourglass [5]. Fusion line (FL) or weld bond line (BL) is in the centre of the welded joint, perpendicular to the pipe wall thickness. The flow lines are symmetrical around the bond line (BL).
The plastic deformation which is performed under the action of the squeezing rolls caused metal flows of the hot rolled coils towards the outside and inside surfaces of the bond line (BL). This flow pattern consists of streaks and striations. The orientation of this pattern, with respect to the new surface, indicates the direction of metal flow lines (fibres), respectively flow angles during plastic deformation [6].

Forge weld area of high frequency electric resistance welding (HFERW) may be divided into four zones, (Fig. 3): 1-bond line (BL) or fusion line (FL), 2-heat affected zone (HAZ), 3-edge of the heat affected zone (EHAZ) and 4-base metal (BM). These different zones are normally defined by the peak temperature experienced at certain distance from the fusion line during welding. Each zone in the weld area is characterized by a unique microstructure and hence different mechanical properties [5]. These zones of the welded joint are quite narrow and it is difficult to investigate the behavior of specific location without interference from the adjacent zones with different properties.

The bond line (BL) is formed by the edges contact of hot rolled coils and its shape and sizes depend on the welding thermal cycle and forging pressure of the squeezing rolls, respectively on the intensity of deformation. In literature [6], the bond line (BL) is also known as the light area (LA). It is worth to mentioned that the bond line (BL) represents a zone where the composition of carbon is mostly smaller than the composition of the carbon in the base metal (BM), therefore, this zone is also called a decarburization zone (DZ) or decarburization layer (DL), fusion line (FL), melting zone (MZ), ferrite band (FB), etc. [7, 8, 9].

During welding, as a result of the high temperature, partially base metal (BM) melting occurs in butting (roughness) surfaces and thus begins the diffusion of the carbon atoms that goes towards the hottest part of the edges because that is most soluble in austenite and its interacts with the surrounding atmosphere, mainly with oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapor, and forms the decarburization layer with a certain gradient of carbon composition in the opposite direction from the edges of the hot rolled coils. As a result of decarburization, the metal loses some of its strength and hardness and it may develop cracks which make it vulnerable to breaking. Unfortunately, the literature shows that decarburization of steel is a phenomenon slightly studied during these last decades.

There are different hypotheses about the formation of the decarburization layer (DL) during high frequency electric resistance welding (HFERW) and impact of this decarburization layer (DL) on the microstructure and mechanical properties of the welded joint [6].

According to [6], the decarburization layer (DL) presents a metallurgical defect, so the aim of this investigation is to explain the impact of this layer on the fracture behavior of the welded joint, respectively on the crack propagation in the welded joint, as the main stage before fracture.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Material

High-frequency electric resistance welding (HFERW) was conducted in manufacturing line (L-16 in), pipe mill Newco IMK-Ferizaj, Kosova. Pipes Ø114.3x5.21mm were fabricated from high strength steel coils J55 according to API [4] standard, using 400 kHz Thermatool. The chemical composition and mechanical properties of hot rolled steel coils API Grade J55 [4], according to the manufacturer's Certificate are presented in Tab. 1, respectively 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel coils</th>
<th>Chemical composition [wt-%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API Grade J55</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel coils</th>
<th>Re</th>
<th>Rm</th>
<th>Re/Rm</th>
<th>A2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API Grade J55</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Testing

With the purpose of fulfilling the aim of the investigation, samples are taken from the high frequency electric resistance welded pipes Ø114.3x5.21mm, (Fig. 4), for the following testing:
- flattening testing,
- metallographic analysis (macro and microscopic) of cracked samples after flattening testing,
- hardness testing (HV30/15).

The ring shape samples for flattening testing, after the edge preparation are subjected to compression force (F<sub>c</sub>) in the hydraulic press, type DIHNAFORIN PS 2043, (Fig. 5), according to the schematic illustration (a) and (b).

![Fig. 3 High frequency electric resistance welded joint](image)

![Fig. 4 Sketch illustrating the orientations of the samples used](image)
From the pipe samples that have undergone the flattening tests, metallographic samples have been taken to observe the macrostructure and microstructure such as the propagation of cracks through the high frequency electric resistance welded joint.

Samples were prepared by standard metallographic techniques that includes grinding, polishing and etching with suitable etchant (3% Nital), within a few seconds.

The hardness testing (HV30/15) is conducted on the chosen samples across (a) and along (b) the bond line (BL). The hardness testing (HV30/15) is done on three directions A, B and C (Fig. 6), respectively in nine positions (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), across the bond line (BL) and on the D-D direction, respectively in five positions (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), along the bond line (BL), according to the scheme in (Fig. 6).

3. Results and discussion

During flattening testing the welded joint from the outside undergoes a tension deformation, while on the inside part undergoes a compression deformation. When carrying out this testing in some samples are created cracks that lead to the fracture of samples. With this it is shown that the plasticity of the welded joint is weak, as a result of microstructure formed by the interaction of local heating and forging pressure of the squeezing rolls.

Since the purpose of this investigation is to review the impact of the decarburization layer (DL) on the crack propagation of the high frequency electric resistance welded joint, samples with cracks are subjected to further investigations using metallographic macro and micro analysis.

During the flattening testing, respectively, during the deformation of samples in the hydraulic press, the behavior of the welded joint has been continuously observed during the action of compression force. The welded joint is positioned at 0° or as otherwise stated at 12°, (Fig. 5a) and at 90° or as otherwise stated 15°, (Fig. 5b), to the applied compression force (Fc), and the ring flattened to a specific height or until the appearance of the first cracks in the welded joint.

Metallographic samples after etching reveals constitutive parts of the welded joint (base metal-BM, heat affected zone-HAZ and decarburization layer-DL or bond line (BL). It can clearly reveal the presence of decarburization layer (DL), mostly vertically oriented through the pipe wall thickness or eventually little slanting related to the outside and inside of the pipe wall thickness, depending on the intensity and symmetry of the forging pressure of the squeezing rolls.

Through the macro metallographic analysis, (Fig. 7), it is clearly stated that the initiation of cracks occurs outside of the decarburization layer (DL) or bond line (BL), at the point (S-start) and the propagation of crack continue outside the decarburization layer (DL) and ends inside the material, at points (E1 and E2-end), which means that decarburization layer is not a potential causer for the initiation and propagation of cracks [10, 11].

Propagation of cracks in both samples is in base metal (Fig. 7a) or in heat affected zone (Fig. 7b) and it is worth to mention that the end of the cracks in all investigated samples is in base metal (BM) or in heated affected zone (HAZ), out of decarburization layer or bond line (BL).

Cracks initiated during flattening testing, propagate or grow in depth and length, but in all cases outside of the decarburization layer (DL) or bond line (BL), and it is clear to conclude that fracture of the welded joint will occur outside of decarburization layer (DL) or bond line (BL).

The micro metallographic microscopic analysis, (Fig. 8) reflects the decarburization layer (DL) or bond line (BL) which is perpendicular to the pipe wall thickness and is defined by certain uniform thickness within pipe wall thickness (Fig. 8a). This white area, microstructurally mainly is allotriomorphic or polygonal ferrite (Fig. 8b).
By measuring the hardness (HV30/15) of the constitutive parts of the welded joint (BM, HAZ, DL/BL), it is noticed that there is small difference between hardness of these constitutive parts of welded joint (Fig. 9).

4. Conclusion
Following conclusions can be drawn from the present investigation:

Decarburization layer (DL) or bond line (BL) during the production of high frequency electric resistance welding (HFRW) is due to simultaneous interaction between thermal cycle and forging pressure of the squeezing rolls.

Decarburization layer (DL) or bond line (BL) has not indicated any significant negative impact on the fracture behavior of the high frequency electric resistance welded joint, other than symbolic reduction of hardness (HV30/15). Therefore, it cannot be said that there was any intolerant or serious metallurgical defect.

The initiation and propagation of cracks occurs outside of decarburization layer (DL) or bond line (BL) and that implies that this layer is not a potential cause of the initiation and propagation of cracks in the high frequency electric resistance welded joint as the main stage before fracture.

5. References
Abstract: In the paper are presented the main theoretical techniques used for the modeling and simulation of industrial processes. The main focus is on the physical side of the theoretical techniques and their mathematical side is reduced to a reasonable minimum. Different theoretical approximations as thermodynamic and hydrodynamic levels are used.
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1. Introduction

The modeling and simulation are a basic approach to quantifying processes and phenomena [1–3]. They have become realistic as a result of the development of computing and applied mathematics. In the industry, the modeling and simulation offer a quantitative description of the kinetics of processes and systems for the purposes of their optimal design or control. In the industrial systems, the process models of the individual devices are known in advance, and system models offer quantitative descriptions of the systems (process systems engineering).

In the industry, quantification of systems can also be used for various other tasks. For example, in periodically operating systems, the optimal schedules of the apparatuses (machines) for conducting different processes (operations) of different duration and different sequence to obtain different substances (machined details) can be determined. In these cases, the mass service theory offers models that allow for optimal solutions.

The fundamentals of the modeling and simulation, as a part of human knowledge and science, are related to the combination of intuition and logic. They are in different scales in the individual sciences [4, 5]. In the mathematics, logic dominates intuition, where intuition is the axiom (unconditional truth that is not proofable), and logic is the theorem (the logical consequences of the axiom). In the natural sciences (physics, chemistry, biology), the logic/intuition ratio is maintained, but axioms are usually conditional (principles, postulates, laws). This ratio goes back to the humanities and reaches the extreme in religion.

The modeling and simulation offer quantitative (mathematical) descriptions that have different degrees of detail. The lowest level is the thermodynamic (non-equilibrium thermodynamics) that examines the volume of the phase (gas, liquid, solid). The next level is the hydrodynamic, which examines the elementary phase volumes (mechanics of continua), which are much smaller than the phase volumes, but much larger than the intermolecular volumes, i.e. the molecules are indistinguishable. The highest level is the molecular (the kinetic theory of the ideal gas).

The modeling and simulation of industrial processes has a wide application, so the processes in the chemical industry and related biotechnologies and heating technologies, will be discussed. The major part of these processes is the transfer of mass and heat as a result of phase or phase boundary reactions. By reaction, will be understand the creation or disappearance of a particular substance (or amount of heat) as a result of a chemical reaction in the phase or on the phase boundary, interphase mass transfer, adsorption on the phase boundary or a liquid-vapor-liquid phase transition. These reactions result in varying concentrations and temperatures in the phases, i.e. to a deviation from the thermodynamic equilibrium and as a result of the mass transfer and heat transfer to restore the thermodynamic equilibrium. The models of the mass transfer and heat transfer are analogous and, therefore, the models of mass transfer in industrial processes will be presented.

2. Thermodynamic approximation

The reactions deviate the industrial systems from the thermodynamic equilibrium and the industrial processes for its recovery begin. The determining of the rate of these processes is a major problem in the industry, as it is the basis for their optimal design and control. This gives reason to use the thermodynamic laws of irreversible processes such as mathematical structures in the construction of the process models, described by extensive and intense variables (in the case of merging of two identical systems, the extensive variables double their values, while the intensive variables retain their values).

The kinetics of the irreversible processes uses the mathematical structures, resulting from Onsager’s “linearity principle” [6]. According to him, the mean values of the derivatives at the time of the extensive variables depend linearly on the mean deviations of the conjugated intensive variables from their equilibrium states (values). This principle is valid in the vicinity of the equilibrium, and proportionality coefficients are kinetic (rate) constants.

According to the principle of linearity, the mass derivative at time

$$J_0 = \frac{dm}{dt} \text{[kg-mol.s]}$$

depends linearly on the deviation from the thermodynamic equilibrium \(\Delta c\) [kg-mol.m\(^3\)] of the concentration in two phase volumes or in one phase and the phase boundary, i.e.

$$J_0 = k_0 \Delta c,$$

where \(k_0\) [m.s\(^{-1}\)] is a proportionality coefficient.

Consider a system that contains two identical volumes in one phase \(V_1 = V_2 = V\) [m\(^3\)]. The system contains a substance whose masses

$$m_i \text{[kg-mol]} \text{ and concentrations } c_i = \frac{m_i}{V_i} \text{[kg-mol.m-3]}$$

are different in two volumes, \(i = 1, 2\). The system is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Let us assume for certainty \(c_1 - c_2 > 0\), \(i = 1, 2\). As a result, the mass of the substance starts to be transferred from volume \(V_1\) to volume \(V_2\) for to achieve the equilibrium. According to the principle of linearity, the mass transfer rate between the two volumes \(J_0\) [kg-mol.s\(^{-1}\)] can be represented as:

$$J_0 = \frac{dm_1}{dt} = -\frac{dm_2}{dt} = k_0 (c_1 - c_2),$$

where \(k_0\) [kg-mol\(^{-1}\).m\(^3\).s\(^{-1}\)] is a proportionality coefficient. If we replace masses with concentrations \(m_i = V_i c_i\), \(i = 1, 2\), the mass transfer rate in one phase \(J\) [kg-mol.m\(^{-3}\).s\(^{-1}\)] between two points with different concentrations is:

$$J = \frac{dc_1}{dt} = -\frac{dc_2}{dt} = k (c_1 - c_2),$$

where \(k\) [s\(^{-1}\)] is a rate coefficient. This equation is capable of presenting the rate of interphase mass transfer in the case of adsorption or catalytic process, where \(c_1\) is the concentration of the substance in the gas phase, while \(c_2\) is the concentration of the substance in the gaseous portion of the solid (capillaries of the adsorbent or catalyst) phase.

In the cases, where the volumes \(V_1 = V_2 = V\) are in different phases (for example, 1 is a gas phase and 2 is a liquid phase), the
thermodynamic equilibrium law has the form $c_1 - \chi c_2 = 0$, i.e. this is the Henry’s law and $\chi$ is the Henry’s number. If $c_1 - \chi c_2 > 0$ the mass transfer is from phase 1 to phase 2 and the mass transfer rate between phases is:

$$J = k\left(c_1 - \chi c_2\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $k$ [s$^{-1}$] is the rate coefficient of the interphase mass transfer.

On the surface between two phases, the thermodynamic equilibrium is immediately established, practically, i.e. $c_1^* - \chi c_2^* = 0$, where $c_1^*, i = 1, 2, \ldots$ are the equilibrium concentrations on the phase boundary. Thus, the mass transfer rate can be expressed by mass transfer rate in two phases:

$$J = k_i\left(c_1^* - c_i\right) = k_i\left(c_2^* - c_i\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $k_i, i = 1, 2$ [s$^{-1}$] are mass transfer rate coefficients.

The Onsanger principle of linearity represents the thermodynamic approximation of the mathematical description of the kinetics of irreversible processes, but it does not show the way to reach equilibrium, i.e. the mechanism of the process and as a result the rate coefficient is not known. Obviously, this “thermodynamic level” does not allow a real quantitative description of the kinetics of irreversible processes in industry and the next level of detail of the description, the so-called “hydrodynamic level”, should be used.

3. Hydrodynamic approximation

The processes in the chemical industry and related biotechnologies and heating technologies are realized in one-, two- and three-phase systems (gas-liquid-solid). They are a result from the reactions, i.e. processes of disappearance or creation of any substance. The reactions are associated with a particular phase and can be homogeneous (occurring in volume of the phase) or heterogeneous (occurring at the interface with another phase). Homogeneous reactions are usually chemical, while heterogeneous reactions may be chemical, catalytic and adsorption. Heterogeneous reaction is the interphase mass transfer too, where on the interphase boundary the substance disappears (created) in one phase and creates (disappears) in the other phase.

The volume reactions lead to different concentrations of the reagents in the phase volumes and as a result two mass transfer processes are realized – convective transfer (caused by the movement of the phases) and diffusion transfer (caused by the concentration gradients in the phases). The mass transfer models are a mass balance in the phases, where components are convective transfer, diffusion transfer and volume reactions (volume mass sources or sinks). The surface reactions participate as mass sources or sinks in the boundary conditions of the model equations. The models of this complex process are possible to be created on the basis of the mass transfer theory, whose models are created by the models of the hydrodynamics, diffusion and reaction kinetics.

The mass transfer theory combines the chemistry, physics and mathematics and builds its logical structures on three main “axioms”:
1. The postulate of Stokes for the linear relationship between the stress and deformation rate, which is the basis of the Newtonian fluid dynamics models;
2. The first law of Fick for the linear relationship between the mass flow and the concentration gradient, which is the basis of the linear theory of the mass transfer;
3. The first law of Fourier for the linear relationship between the heat flux and the temperature gradient, which is the basis of the linear theories of the heat transfer.

In Boltzmann’s kinetic theory of the ideal gas, these axioms are replaced by the “elastic shock” axiom (in a shock between two molecules the direction and the velocity of the movement change, but the sum of their kinetic energies is retained, i.e. there is no loss of kinetic energy) and the rate coefficients are theoretically determined by the average velocity and the average free run of the molecules.

The contemporary mass transfer theory is based of diffusion boundary layer theory (Landau, Levich [7]). This approach substitutes (physically justified) elliptic partial differential equations with parabolic partial differential equations, which facilitates their mathematical solution and offers a mathematical description of physical processes with free (not predetermined) ends.

The diffusion boundary layer theory is developed in the cases of drops and bubbles (Levich, Krylov [8]), film flows (Levich, Krylov, Boyadjiyev, Beshkov [9, 10]), non-linear mass transfer and hydrodynamic stability (Krylov, Boyadjiyev, Babak [11, 12]).

3.1. Mass transfer theory

The complex industrial processes are a collection of elementary physical and chemical processes. For example, the chemical absorption in a packed bed column represents a physical absorption of a gas phase component in the liquid phase and a subsequent chemical reaction with a component of the liquid phase. The gas moves in the column like jets and bubbles, while the liquid moves in the form of drops, jets, and flowing films on the surface of the packed bed. As a result, the chemical absorption in a packed bed column is a combination of many elementary physical and chemical processes, as absorption in the systems gas-liquid drops, liquid-gas bubbles, gas-liquid film flow, etc. As an example will be considered the gas absorption in liquid film with free interface.

Let us consider absorption of a slightly soluble gas in a laminar liquid film [9, 10] in a coordinate system $(x, y)$, flowing over a flat vertical interface $(y = 0)$. The hydrodynamic model has the form:

$$v \frac{\partial u_y}{\partial y^2} + g = 0, \quad \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial u_y}{\partial y} = 0; \quad (6)$$

$$y = 0, \quad u_x = 0, \quad u_y = 0; \quad y = h_0, \quad \frac{\partial u_y}{\partial y} = 0$$

and the velocity distribution is:

$$u_x = -\frac{g}{2v} \left(2h_0y - y^2\right), \quad u_y = 0. \quad (7)$$

I these conditions the convection-diffusion model has the form:

$$\frac{\partial c}{\partial x} = D \left(\frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial y^2}\right), \quad (8)$$

$$y = 0, \quad c = c_0; \quad x \to \infty, \quad c = c^*; \quad ,$$

where the thermodynamically equilibrium exists at the film interface $(y = h_0)$ and $c^*$ denotes the equilibrium concentration.

The solid interface $(y = 0)$ is impenetrable for the diffusing substance with inlet concentration $c_0 < c^*$ (absorption).A film of length $l$ will be considered.

The diffusion boundary layer thickness $\delta$ [2] is:

$$\delta = \frac{Dl}{u^*} \sqrt{Pe} \quad \delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{Pe}} \quad \delta = \frac{Dl}{u^*} \quad \delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{Pe}} \quad \delta = \frac{Dl}{u^*} \quad \delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{Pe}} \quad \delta = \frac{Dl}{u^*} \quad \delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{Pe}} \quad (9)$$

where $u^*, Pe, Fo$, are the film interface velocity, the Peclet and Fourier numbers.

The diffusion boundary layer thickness $\delta$ is less than liquid film thickness $h_0$ that permits the diffusion boundary layer
approimation to be applied. As a result, the next generalized variables can be introduced:

\[ x = lX, \quad y = h_0 - \delta Y, \quad c = c_0 + (c^* - c_0)C, \]  

where \( 0 = \frac{h_0}{l} \leq 10^{-2} \).

The introduction of (10) into (8) yields:

\[ \left(1 + FoY^2\right) \frac{\partial C}{\partial X} = \frac{Dl}{u} \delta^3 \left( Pe^{-1} \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial X^2} + \frac{\partial^3 C}{\partial Y^2} \right); \]

\[ X = 0, \quad C = 0; \quad X \to \infty, \quad C = 1; \]  

\[ Y \to \infty, \quad C = 0; \quad Y = 0, \quad C = 1, \]  

where \( Fo \) is a small parameter:

\[ \frac{\delta^2}{h_0^2} = Fo < 10^{-1}, \quad \frac{\delta^2}{l^2} = Pe^{-1} \leq 10^{-2}. \]

The problem (11) in the diffusion boundary layer approximation (\( 10^{-2} \geq Pe^{-1} = 0 \)) has the form: namely:

\[ \left(1 + FoY^2\right) \frac{\partial C}{\partial X} = \frac{\delta^2 C}{\partial Y^2}; \]

\[ X = 0, \quad C = 0; \quad Y = 0, \quad C = 1; \quad Y \to \infty, \quad C = 0. \]  

The mass transfer rate \( (J) \) in the liquid film flow with a length \( l \) is the average value of the local mass flux through the face interphase \( (y = h_0) \). On the other hand this rate can be presented using the mass transfer coefficient \( k \). As a result

\[ J = \frac{D}{l} \int_0^{h_0} \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \right) \, dy = k(c^* - c_0). \]

In the generalized variables, from (14) the Sherwood number \( (Sh) \) is possible to be obtained:

\[ Sh = \frac{k l}{D} = -\sqrt{Pe} \int_0^{h_0} \left( \frac{\partial C}{\partial Y} \right) \, dy, \]

where \( C(X,Y) \) is the solution of (13) \([9, 10]\) developed by a perturbation method \([2]\):

\[ Sh = \sqrt{\frac{6Pe}{\pi}} \left( 1 - \frac{Fo}{6} - \frac{19Fo^2}{120} \right). \]

The large concentration gradients create an intense diffusion flux that have a hydrodynamic character, and a secondary flow is induces, directed at the normal of the interphase boundary and results in an additional convective mass transfer.

The effect of Marangoni is a result of the gradient of the surface tension on the interphase surface, as a result of the surface gradient of the temperature or surface active agents concentration on the liquid-gas (liquid) interphase, and induces a tangential flow. As a result of the continuity of the flow, there appears to be a much lower flow in the direction of the normal of the interphase boundary and consequently an additional convective flow. Because of this, this effect is relatively weak and occurs in motionless or slow moving fluids.

The Stephan’s flow is a result of a phase transition liquid-steam at the interphase surface when the volume of the liquid (steam) increases (decreases) a thousand times. As a result, there is a secondary flow, directed to the normal of the interphase boundary, and an additional convective mass transfer.

In the above three cases, an additional hydrodynamic effect appears very often because the secondary currents disturb the hydrodynamic stability of the flows and self-organizing dissipative structures occur, which further accelerate the mass transfer \([9]\). To these effects can be added the Benar instability \([12]\) in the case of a positive vertical gradient of the density of gases or liquids resulting from concentration or temperature gradients.

The theory of mass transfer allows the construction of the process model if its physical mechanism is known. The model thus obtained allows for the identification of this mechanism, i.e. the determining of the significant physical effects and rejection of the insignificant, using the generalized analysis method \([2]\).

4. Physical mechanism identification

The qualitative analysis of the models permits to be made the physical mechanism identification, using generalized variables \([2]\). They are dimensionless variables, whereas as the characteristic (inherent) scales are used the maximal or average values of the variables. The introduction of the generalized variables leads to dimensionless model. As a result the unity is the order of magnitude of all functions and their derivatives in the model, i.e. the effects of the physical and chemical phenomena (the contribution of the terms in the model), are determined by the orders of magnitude of the dimensionless parameters in the model. If all model equations are divided by the dimensionless parameter, which has the maximal order of magnitude, all terms in the model equations will be classified in three parts:

1. The parameter is unity or its order of magnitude is unity, i.e. this mathematical operator represents a main physical effect;
2. The parameter’s order of magnitude is \( 10^{-1} \), i.e. this mathematical operator represents a small physical effect;
3. The parameter’s order of magnitude is \( \leq 10^{-2} \), i.e. this mathematical operator represents a very small (negligible) physical effect and has to be neglected, because it is not possible to be measured experimentally.

After the physical mechanism identification the model contains a minimum number of parameters which must be determined experimentally.

5. Parameters identification

In general case, the identification of the parameters in the model is made by the minimization of the least squares function by the inverse identification problem solution \([1-3]\). The least squares function represents the sum of the squares of the differences between the calculated and the experimental values of the functions in the model and its minimum must be obtained with respect to the parameters in the model. This inverse identification problem is very often incorrect and needs special methods for the solutions \([2]\).
6. Statistical analysis of the model adequacy
The stochastic nature of the errors during the experimental data determination leads to subsequent errors of the model parameters. The model is adequate if the variance of the statistical error of the model does not exceed the variance of the experimental data, i.e., the accuracy of the functions calculation by the model is not less than the accuracy of the function experimental measurement [2, 3].

7. Processes simulation
The process simulation uses the most common numerical methods of applied mathematics to solve model equations. For this purpose, commercial software is usually used. In many cases, however, it is necessary to introduce this software into specialized algorithms [2, 13].

8. Modeling of industrial mass transfer processes in column apparatuses
The diffusion boundary theory is not applicable for the modeling of chemical, absorption, adsorption and catalytic processes in column apparatuses, where the velocity distributions and interphase boundaries are unknown. The use of the physical approximations of the mechanics of continua for the interphase mass transfer process modeling in industrial column apparatuses is possible if the mass appearance (disappearance) of the reagents on the interphase surfaces of the elementary physical volumes (as a result of the heterogeneous reactions) are replaced by the mass appearance (disappearance) of the reagents in the same elementary physical volumes (as a result of the equivalent homogenous reactions), i.e., the surface mass sources (sinks), caused by absorption, adsorption or catalytic reactions must be replaced with equivalent volume mass sources (sinks). The solution of this problem is related with the creation of new type of convection-diffusion and average-concentration models [13]. The convection-diffusion models permit the qualitative analysis of the processes only, because the velocity distribution in the column is unknown. On this base is possible to be obtained the role of the different physical effect in the process and to reject those processes, whose relative influence is less than 1%, i.e., to be made process mechanism identification. The average-concentration models are obtained from the convection-diffusion models, where average velocities and concentrations are introduced. The velocity distributions are introduced by the parameters in the model, which must to be determined experimentally.

Conclusions
The theoretical foundations of modeling and simulation of the industrial processes are presented. The first step is the formulation of the physical mechanism of the industrial process and the construction of a mathematical structure, containing the mathematical operators that quantitatively describe the individual physical effects in this mechanism. The introduction of generalized (dimensionless) variables through characteristic scales permits to be made a quality analysis of the industrial processes. The obtaining of the experimental data and using it to calculate the model parameters by solving a inverse identification problem leads to the final form of the mathematical model. The statistical analysis of the model adequacy leads to the practical applicability of the mathematical model. The presented results are published in 8 monographies (www.iche.bas.bg/Books_BG.htm).
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Abstract: In coding theory, a linear code is an error-correcting code for which any linear combination of codewords is also a codeword. Linear codes are traditionally divided into block codes and convolutional codes. Linear codes allow more efficient encoding and decoding algorithms than other codes using the syndrome decoding. Linear codes are applied in methods for transmitting symbols on a communication channel so that, if errors occur in the communications, some errors can be corrected or detected by the recipient of a message block. The codewords in a linear block code are blocks of symbols that are encoded using more symbols than the original value to be sent. A (6, 3) linear block code example and its decoder implementation using Logisim, an educational tool for designing and simulating digital logic circuits, are given in the paper. The processes of encoding and decoding when detecting and correcting errors using this (6, 3) linear block code are illustrated. The material presented in the paper is used in the educational process in the University of Ruse.
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1. Introduction

Channel coding refers to the class of signal transformations designed to improve communications performance by enabling the transmitted signals to better withstand the effects of various channel impairments, such as noise, interference, and fading. These signal-processing techniques can be thought of as vehicles for accomplishing desirable system trade-offs (e.g., error-performance versus bandwidth, power versus bandwidth). The use of large-scale integrated circuits and high-speed digital signal processing techniques have made it possible to provide as much as 10 dB performance improvement through these methods, at much less cost than through the use of most other methods such as higher power transmitters or larger antennas [1, 2].

2. Linear block codes

Linear block codes are a class of parity-check codes described by the \((n, k)\) notation. The encoder transforms a block of \(k\) message digits (a message vector) into a longer block of \(n\) codeword digits (a code vector) constructed from a given alphabet of elements. When the alphabet consists of two elements (0 and 1), the code is a binary code comprising binary digits (bits) [1].

The \(k\)-bit messages form \(2^k\) distinct message sequences, referred to as \(k\)-tuples (sequences of \(k\) bits). The \(n\)-bit blocks form \(2^n\) distinct sequences, referred to as \(n\)-tuples. The encoding process assigns one of the \(2^n\) \(n\)-tuples to each of the \(2^k\) message \(k\)-tuples. A block code represents a one-to-one assignment, whereby the \(2^k\) message \(k\)-tuples are uniquely mapped into a new set of \(2^n\) codeword \(n\)-tuples; the mapping can be accomplished via a look-up table. For linear codes, the mapping transformation is linear [1].

The set of all binary \(n\)-tuples, \(V_n\), is called a vector space over the binary field of two elements (0 and 1). The binary field has two operations, addition and multiplication, such that the results of all operations are in the same set of two elements. The arithmetic operations of addition and multiplication are defined by the conventions of the algebraic field. For example, in a binary field, the rules of addition and multiplication are as follows:

1) \(0 \oplus 0 = 0\), \(0 \odot 1 = 1 \oplus 0 = 1\), \(1 \oplus 1 = 0\), \(0 \odot 0 = 0\), \(0 \cdot 1 = 1 \odot 0 = 0\), \(1 \cdot 1 = 0\).

The addition operation, designated with the symbol \(\oplus\), is the modulo-2 operation. The summation of binary \(n\)-tuples always entails modulo-2 addition.

A subset \(S\) of the vector space \(V_n\) is called a subspace if the following two conditions are met:

1) The all-zeros vector is in \(S\).
2) The sum of any two vectors in \(S\) is also in \(S\) (known as the closure property). These properties are fundamental for the algebraic characterization of linear block codes. Let \(V_i\) and \(V_j\) be two codewords (or code vectors) in an \((n, k)\) binary block code. The code is said to be linear if, and only if, \(V_i \oplus V_j\) is also a code vector. A linear block code, then, is one in which vectors outside the subspace cannot be created by the addition of legitimate codewords (members of the subspace). For example, the vector space \(V_4\) consists of the following \(2^4 = 16\) 4-tuples: 0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 0110, 0111, 1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111. An example of a subset of \(V_4\) that forms a subspace is: 0000, 0101, 1010, 1111. It seems that the addition of any two vectors in the subspace can only yield one of the other members of the subspace. A set of \(2^k\) \(n\)-tuples is called a linear block code if, and only if, it is a subspace of the vector space \(V_n\) of all \(n\)-tuples. Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of linear block codes [1].
3. A (6, 3) linear block code example

The following coding assignment describing a (6, 3) code is examined. There are \(2^6 = 64\) message vectors, and therefore eight codewords. There are \(2^3 = 8\) 6-tuples in the \(V_6\) vector space. It seems that the eight codewords in Table 1 form a subspace of \(V_6\) (the all-zeros vector is present, and the sum of any two codewords yields another codeword member of the subspace). Therefore, these codewords represent a linear block code. A unique assignment for a particular \((n, k)\) code does not exist; however, there is no complete freedom of choice.

Table 1. Assignment of codewords to messages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message vector</th>
<th>Codeword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>110100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>011010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>101110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>011100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>101011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>110011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>000111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If \(k\) is large, a table look-up implementation of the encoder becomes prohibitive. For a \((127, 92)\) code there are \(2^{22}\) or approximately \(5 \times 10^{27}\) code vectors. The size of the memory necessary to contain such a large number of codewords is large, but it is possible to reduce the complexity by generating the required codewords as needed, instead of storing them [1].

Since a set of codewords that forms a linear block code is a \(k\)-dimensional subspace of the \(n\)-dimensional binary vector space \((k < n)\), it is always possible to find a set of \(n\)-tuples, fewer than \(2^k\), that can generate all the \(2^k\) codewords of the subspace. Generating the set of vectors is said to span the subspace. The smallest linearly independent set that spans the subspace is called a basis of the subspace, and the number of vectors in this basis set is the dimension of the subspace. Any basis set of \(k\) linearly independent \(n\)-tuples \(V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_k\) can be used to generate the required linear block code vectors, since each code vector is a linear combination of \(V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_k\). Each of the set of \(2^k\) codewords \([U]\) can be described by \(U = m_1 V_1 + m_2 V_2 + \ldots + m_k V_k\), where \(m_i\) (0 or 1) are the message bits and \(i = 1, \ldots, k\). In general, the generator matrix is defined by the following \(k \times n\) array [1]:

\[
G = \begin{bmatrix}
V_1 & V_2 & \cdots & V_n \\
\vdots & \vdots & & \vdots \\
V_1 & V_2 & \cdots & V_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Code vectors are usually designated as row vectors. Thus, the message \(m\), a sequence of \(k\) message bits, is shown below as a row vector \((1 \times k)\) matrix \(m = m_1m_2\ldots m_k\).

The generation of the codeword \(U\) is written in matrix notation as \(U = mG\), where the matrix multiplication \(C = AB\) is performed in the usual way by using the rule \(c_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} a_{ik}b_{kj}\), \(i = 1, \ldots, l\), \(j = 1, \ldots, m\), where \(A\) is an \(l \times n\) matrix, \(B\) is an \(n \times m\) matrix, and the result \(C\) is an \(l \times m\) matrix. For the example in Table 1, the generator matrix is:

\[
G = \begin{bmatrix}
V_1 & V_2 & V_3 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
V_1 & V_2 & V_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \(V_1, V_2,\) and \(V_3\) are three linearly independent vectors (a subset of the eight code vectors) that can generate all the code vectors. The sum of any two generating vectors does not yield any of the other generating vectors. Generating the codeword \(U_4\) for the fourth message vector 110 in Table 1, using the generator matrix in Equation (2) is as follows:

\[
U_4 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
V_1 \\
V_2 \\
V_3
\begin{bmatrix}
V_1 \\
1\cdot V_1 + 1\cdot V_2 + 0\cdot V_3 = \\
V_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
= \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The code vector corresponding to a message vector is a linear combination of the rows of \(G\). Since the code is totally defined by \(G\), the encoder needs only store \(k\) rows of \(G\) instead of the total \(2^k\) vectors of the code. For this example, the generator matrix of size \(3 \times 6\) in Equation (2) replaces the original codeword array of size \(8 \times 6\) in Table 1, representing a reduction in system complexity [1].

A systematic \((n, k)\) linear block code is a mapping from a \(k\)-dimensional message vector to an \(n\)-dimensional codeword in such a way that a part of the sequence generated coincides with the \(k\) message bits. The remaining \((n-k)\) bits are the parity bits. A systematic linear block code has a generator matrix of the form [1]:

\[
G = [P | I_k]
\]

where \(P\) is the parity array portion of the generator matrix, \(p_j = 0\), \(1\) or \(0\), and \(I_k\) is the \(k \times k\) identity matrix. With this systematic generator, the encoding complexity is further reduced since it is not necessary to store the identity matrix portion of the array. Each codeword is expressed as [1]:

\[
u_i = m_1 p_1 + m_2 p_2 + \ldots + m_k p_k\]

where \(u_i = m_{n-k} p_{n-k}\) for \(i = 1, \ldots, (n-k)\) and \(u_i = m_{n-i+k}\) for \(i = (n-k) + 1, \ldots, n\).

Given the message \(k\)-tuple \(m = m_1m_2\ldots m_k\) and the general code vector \(n\)-tuple \(U = u_1u_2\ldots u_n\), the systematic code vector can be expressed as \(U = p_1p_2\ldots p_{n-k}m_1m_2\ldots m_k\), where:

\[
p_1 = m_1p_1 + m_2p_2 + \ldots + m_k p_k
\]

\[
p_2 = m_1p_2 + m_2p_2 + \ldots + m_k p_{k+1} + \ldots
\]

\[
p_{n-k} = m_1p_{n-k} + m_2p_{n-k} + \ldots + m_k p_{n-k}
\]

Sometimes systematic codewords are written in such a way that the message bits occupy the left-hand part of the codeword and the parity bits occupy the right-hand part. This reordering has no effect on the error detection or error correction properties of the code, and will not be considered further.

For the (6, 3) code example (Table 1), the codewords are described as follows:
where cosets is the matrix. Equation (8) provides some insight into the structure of linear block codes. The redundant digits are produced in a variety of ways. The first parity bit is the sum of the first and third message bits; and the second parity bit is the sum of the first and second message bits. Such structure, compared with single-parity checks or simple digit-repeat procedures, may provide greater ability to detect and correct errors.

A matrix $H$, called the parity-check matrix, enables to decode the received vectors. For each $(k \times n)$ generator matrix $G$, there exists an $(n-k) \times k$ matrix $H$, such that the rows of $G$ are orthogonal to the rows of $H$, i.e., $GH^T = 0$, where $H^T$ is the transpose of $H$, and $0$ is a $k \times (n-k)$ all-zeros matrix. To fulfill the orthogonality requirements for a systematic code, the components of the $H$ matrix and the $H^T$ matrix are written as [1]:

$$
(9) \quad H = \left[ P_{n-k} \right]^T.
$$

$$
(10) \quad H^T = \left[ \begin{array}{c} P_{n-k} \end{array} \right] = \left[ \begin{array}{c} 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & 1 \end{array} \right].
$$

It seems that the product $UH^T$ of each codeword $U$, generated by $G$ and the matrix, yields

$$
(11) \quad UH^T = [p_1 + p_2 + p_2 \cdots + p_{n-k} + p_{n-k}] = 0.
$$

where $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_{n-k}$ are the parity bits. Once the parity-check matrix $H$ is constructed to fulfill the orthogonality requirements, it can be used to test whether a received vector is a valid member of the codeword set. $U$ is a codeword generated by matrix $G$ if, and only if $UH^T = 0$.

Let $r = r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n$ be a received vector (one of $2^n$ $n$-tuples) resulting from the transmission of $U = u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n$ (one of $2^k$ $n$-tuples). Therefore $r$ can be described as $r = U + e$, where $e = e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n$ is an error vector or error pattern introduced by the channel. There are a total of $2^n - 1$ potential non-zero error patterns in the space of $2^n$ $n$-tuples. The syndrome of $r$ is defined as

$$
(12) \quad S = rH^T.
$$

The syndrome is the result of a parity check performed on $r$ to determine whether $r$ is a valid member of the codeword set. If $r$ is a member, the syndrome $S$ has a value $0$. If $r$ contains detectable errors, the syndrome has some nonzero value. If $r$ contains correctable errors, the syndrome has some nonzero value that can earmark the particular error pattern. The syndrome of $r$ will be:

$$
(13) \quad S = (U + e)H^T = UH^T + eH^T.
$$

However, $UH^T = 0$ for all members of the codeword set. Therefore,

$$
(14) \quad S = eH^T.
$$

It is evident that the syndrome test, whether performed on either a corrupted code vector or on the error pattern that caused it, yields the same syndrome. An important property of linear block codes, fundamental to the decoding process, is that the mapping between correctable error patterns and syndromes is one to one.

It is interesting to note the following two required properties of the parity-check matrix: 1) No column of $H$ can be all zeros, or else an error in the corresponding code-word position would not affect the syndrome and would be undetectable. 2) All columns of $H$ must be unique. If two columns of $H$ were identical, errors in these two corresponding codeword positions would be indistinguishable.

Suppose that codeword $U = 101110$ is transmitted and the vector $r = 001110$ is received, i.e., the leftmost bit is received in error. The syndrome vector value $S = rH^T$ is found below and it is verified that it is equal to $eH^T$. The syndrome of the corrupted code vector and the syndrome of the error pattern will be [1]:

$$
(15) \quad S = rH^T = [0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1] = [1 \ 0 \ 0]
$$

A single error is detected and it is shown that the syndrome test performed on either the corrupted codeword, or on the error pattern that caused it, yields the same syndrome. It means that the error not only can be detected, but since there is a one-to-one correspondence between correctable error patterns and syndromes, such error patterns can be corrected. Let arrange the $2^k n$-tuples that represent possible received vectors in an array, called the standard array, such that the first row contains all the codewords, starting with the all-zeros codevector, and the first column contains all the correctable error patterns. From the basic properties of linear codes it is known that the all-zeros vector must be a member of the codeword set. Each row, called a coset, consists of an error pattern in the first column, called the coset leader, followed by the codewords corrupted by that error pattern. The standard array format for an $(n,k)$ code is as follows:

$$
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
U_1 & U_2 & \cdots & U_i & \cdots & U_{2^k} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
e_1 & e_2 & \cdots & e_j & \cdots & e_{2^k} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
e_1 & e_2 & \cdots & e_j & \cdots & e_{2^k} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
e_1 & e_2 & \cdots & e_j & \cdots & e_{2^k} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
e_1 & e_2 & \cdots & e_j & \cdots & e_{2^k} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
e_1 & e_2 & \cdots & e_j & \cdots & e_{2^k} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
e_1 & e_2 & \cdots & e_j & \cdots & e_{2^k} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\end{array}
$$

The all-zeros codeword $U_1$ plays two roles. It is one of the codewords and it can also be thought of as the error pattern $e_1$ – the pattern that represents no error, such that $r = U$. The array contains all $2^n$ $n$-tuples in the space $V_n$. Each $n$-tuple appears in only one location – none is missing, and none is replicated. Each coset consists of $2^k n$-tuples. Therefore, there are $\frac{2^n}{2^k} = 2^{n-k}$ cosets [1].
The decoding algorithm calls for replacing a corrupted vector (any n-tuple excluding those in the first row) with a valid codeword from the top of the column containing the corrupted vector. Suppose that a codeword \( U_i \) \((i = 1, \ldots, 2^k)\) is transmitted over a noisy channel, resulting in a received corrupted vector \( U_i + e_j \). If the error pattern \( e_j \) caused by the channel is a coset leader, where the index \( j = 1, \ldots, 2^{n-k} \), the received vector will be decoded correctly into the transmitted codeword \( U_i \). If the error pattern is not a coset leader, then the decoding will be erroneous. If \( e_j \) is the coset leader or error pattern of the \( j \)th coset, then \( U_i + e_j \) is an n-tuple in this coset. The syndrome of this \( n \)-tuple can be written \( S = (U_i + e_j)H^T = U_iH^T + e_jH^T \). Since \( U_i \) is a code vector and \( U_iH^T = 0 \), then \( S = (U_i + e_j)H^T = e_jH^T \). The name coset is short for “a set of numbers having a common feature.” Each member of a coset has the same syndrome. The syndrome for each coset is an n-tuple in the coset. All 1-bit error patterns are correctable. After exhausting all 1-bit error patterns, there remains some error-correcting capability since all sixty-four 6-tuples have not yet been accounted. There is one unassigned coset leader; therefore, there remains the capability of correcting one additional error pattern. There is the flexibility of choosing this error pattern to be any of the \( n \)-tuples in the remaining coset. In Fig. 2 this final correctable error pattern is chosen, somewhat arbitrarily, to be the 2-bit error pattern 01001. Decoding will be correct if, and only if, the error pattern caused by the channel is one of the coset leaders.

The procedure for error correction decoding proceeds as follows: 1) Calculating the syndrome of \( r \) using \( S = rH^T \). 2) Locating the coset leader (error pattern) \( e_j \), whose syndrome is equal to \( rH^T \). This error pattern is assumed to be the corruption caused by the channel. The corrected received vector, or codeword, is identified as \( U = r + e_j \). The valid codeword is retrieved by subtracting out the identified error; in modulo-2 arithmetic, the operation of subtraction is identical to that of addition.

Returning to the example in Table 1, the \( 2^6 \) sixty-four 6-tuples are arranged in a standard array as shown in Fig. 2. The valid codewords are the eight vectors in the first row, and the correctable error patterns are the seven nonzero coset leaders in the first column. All 1-bit error patterns are correctable. After exhausting all 1-bit error patterns, there remains some error-correcting capability since all sixty-four 6-tuples have not yet been accounted. There is one unassigned coset leader; therefore, there remains the capability of correcting one additional error pattern. There is the flexibility of choosing this error pattern to be any of the \( n \)-tuples in the remaining coset. In Fig. 2 this final correctable error pattern is chosen, somewhat arbitrarily, to be the 2-bit error pattern 01001. Decoding will be correct if, and only if, the error pattern caused by the channel is one of the coset leaders.

The results are listed in Table 2. Since each syndrome in the table is unique, the decoder can identify the error pattern \( e \) to which it corresponds.

### Table 2. Syndrome Look-Up Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error pattern</th>
<th>Syndrome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000001</td>
<td>010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000010</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000100</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001000</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010000</td>
<td>010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010001</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vector \( r \) is received and its syndrome is calculated using \( S = rH^T \). Then the syndrome look-up table (Table 2) is used to find the corresponding error pattern. This error pattern is an estimate of the error, and it is denoted as \( \hat{e} \). The decoder then adds \( \hat{e} \) to \( r \) to obtain an estimate of the transmitted codeword \( \hat{U} \):

\[ \hat{U} = r + \hat{e} = (U + e) + \hat{e} = U + (e + \hat{e}) \]

If the estimated error pattern is the same as the actual error pattern, i.e. \( \hat{e} = e \), then the estimate \( \hat{U} \) is equal to the transmitted codeword \( U \). If the error estimate is incorrect, the decoder will estimate a codeword that was not transmitted, and there is an undetectable decoding error.

Assume that codeword \( U = 101110 \) is transmitted, and the vector \( r = 001110 \) is received. Show how a decoder, using the Table 2 syndrome look-up table, can correct the error. The syndrome of \( r \) is computed:

\[ \text{(20)} \quad S = [0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0]H^T = [1 \ 0 \ 0] \]

Using Table 2, the error pattern corresponding to the syndrome above is estimated to be \( \hat{e} = 100000 \). The corrected vector is then estimated by

\[ \text{(21)} \quad \hat{U} = r + \hat{e} = 001110 + 100000 = 101110 \]

Since the estimated error pattern is the actual error pattern in this example, the error correction procedure yields \( \hat{U} = U \).

When the code is short as in the case of the (6, 3) code described here, the decoder can be implemented with simple circuitry. The steps that the decoder must take: (1) calculate the syndrome, (2) locate the error pattern, and (3) perform modulo-2 addition of the error pattern and the received vector (which removes the error). The circuit shown in Fig. 3 is made up of exclusive-OR (XOR) gates and AND gates that can accomplish the same result for any single-error pattern in the (6, 3) code. Based on Table 2, an expression for each of the syndrome bits can be written in terms of the received codeword bits as

\[ \text{(22)} \quad S = rH^T = \begin{bmatrix} r_1 & r_2 & r_3 & r_4 & r_5 & r_6 \end{bmatrix} \]

and

\[ \text{(23)} \quad s_1 = r_1 + r_4 + r_6, \quad s_2 = r_2 + r_3 + r_4, \quad s_2 = r_3 + r_5 + r_6 \]

These syndrome expressions are used for wiring up the circuit in Fig. 3. The exclusive-OR gate is the same operation as modulo-2 arithmetic and hence uses the same symbol. A small circle at the termination of any line entering the AND gate indicates the logic COMPLEMENT of the signal [1].

![Fig. 2. Example of a standard array for a (6, 3) code](image-url)
The corrupted signal enters the decoder at two places simultaneously. At the upper part of the circuit, the syndrome is computed, and at the lower part, that syndrome is transformed to its corresponding error pattern. The error is removed by adding it back to the received vector yielding the corrected codeword. Fig. 3 is drawn to emphasize the algebraic decoding steps – calculation of syndrome, error pattern, and corrected output. In the real world, an \((n,k)\) code is usually configured in systematic form. The decoder would not need to deliver the entire codeword. Its output would consist of the data bits only. Fig. 3 circuitry becomes simplified by eliminating the gates shown with shading. For longer codes, such an implementation is very complex, and the preferred decoding techniques conserve circuitry by using a sequential approach instead of this parallel method. It is also important to emphasize that Fig. 3 has been configured to only detect and correct single-error patterns for the \((6,3)\) code. Error control for a double-error pattern would require additional circuitry.

4. Logisim – an educational tool for designing and simulating digital logic circuits

Logisim is an educational tool for designing and simulating digital logic circuits with simple toolbar interface. With the capacity to build larger circuits from smaller subcircuits, and to draw bundles of wires with a single mouse drag, Logisim can be used to design and simulate entire CPUs for educational purposes. Logisim is used by students at colleges and universities around the world in many types of classes. The main features of the product are: 1) It is free. 2) It runs on any machine supporting Java 5 or later; special versions are released for MacOS X and Windows. 3) The drawing interface is based on an intuitive toolbar. Color-coded wires aid in simulating and debugging a circuit. 4) The wiring tool draws horizontal and vertical wires, automatically connecting to components and to other wires. 5) Completed circuits can be saved into a file, exported to a GIF file, or printed. 6) Circuit layouts can be used as “subcircuits” of other circuits, allowing for hierarchical circuit design. 7) Included circuit components include inputs and outputs, gates, multiplexers, arithmetic circuits, flip-flops, and RAM memory. 8) The included “combination analysis” module allows for conversion between circuits, truth tables, and Boolean expressions [3].

Features of the components used to build the encoder

The NOT gate emits the complement of the input it receives. The truth table for a NOT gate is the following [4]:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
 x & y & \text{AND} \\
 \hline
 0 & 0 & 0 \\
 0 & 1 & 1 \\
 1 & 0 & 1 \\
 1 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

The AND, OR, NAND, and NOR gates compute the respective function of the inputs, and emit the result on the output.

By default, any unconnected inputs are ignored. In this way, a 5-input gate can be inserted but only two inputs are used, and it will work as a 2-input gate; this relieves the user from having to worry about configuring the number of inputs every time a gate is created. The two-input truth table for the gates is the following [4]:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
 x & y & \text{XOR} & \text{XNOR} & \text{Odd} & \text{Even} \\
 \hline
 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{array}
\]

It seems that the Odd Parity gate and the XOR gate behave identically with two inputs; similarly, the Even Parity gate and the XNOR gate behave identically. If there are more than two specified inputs, the XOR gate will emit 1 only when there is exactly one 1 input, whereas the Odd Parity gate will emit 1 if there is an odd number of 1 inputs. The XNOR gate will emit 1 only when there is not exactly one 1 input, while the Even Parity gate will emit 1 if there is an even number of 1 inputs. The XOR and XNOR gates include an attribute titled Multiple-Input Behavior that allow them to be configured to use the Odd Parity and Even Parity behavior (Fig. 5). Many authorities contend that the shaped XOR gate’s behavior should correspond to the odd parity gate, but there is not agreement on this point. Logisim’s default behavior for XOR gates is based on the IEEE 91 standard. It is also consistent with the intuitive meaning underlying the term exclusive or [4].

5. Application in the Educational Process

The material is used in the educational process in the courses “Coding in Telecommunication Systems”, “Digital Circuits” and “Pulse and Digital Devices” included in the curriculum of the specialties “Internet and Mobile Communications”, “Computer Systems and Technologies”, “Computer Management and Automation”, “Electronics” and “Information and Communication Technologies” for the students of the Bachelor degree in the University of Ruse. In order to better perception of the material active learning methods are applied. An individual assignment is given to each student and he/she has to solve the task during the practical exercise and present it at the end of the classes to the lecturer. The student should synthesize an encoder and a decoder of a linear block code with XOR, NOT and AND gates and to simulate their operation using Logisim.

The circuits of the encoder and the decoder of a \((6,3)\) linear block code (Table 1, Fig. 3) are drawn and tested in Logisim, to verify their operation. The circuit is built by inserting in the editing area its components – 2-input or 3-input XOR gates (\(\oplus\)), NOT gates (\(\neg\)), AND gates (\(\land\)) and OR gates (\(\lor\)) gates first as a sort of skeleton and then connecting them with wires. To add inputs and outputs into the diagram, the Input tool (\(\square\)) and the Output tool (\(\diamond\)) are selected and the pins are placed down. The operation of the encoder and the decoder (Table 1, Fig. 3) is illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6. The results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 are identical to Table 1, Fig. 2 (the cells marked) and Fig. 3.
Fig. 4. a) Logisim and its simple toolbar interface + the circuit of the encoder (initial state – all-zeros) and encoding the message ...; b) 000; c) 100; d) 010; e) 110; f) 001; g) 101; h) 011; i) 111

Fig. 5. Using the attribute Multiple-Input Behavior allowing the XOR gate to be configured to use the Odd Parity behavior

6. Conclusion

In order to easily assimilation of the material studied by students, active learning methods are applied in the educational process. An individual assignment is given to each student. The assignment includes: 1) filling in the blanks for a given encoder of a (6, 3) linear block code (Table 1, Table 2), after writing down the generator matrix and the parity-check matrix of the code given, implementing the decoder of the code given (Fig. 3); 2) synthesizing the encoder and the decoder of the (6, 3) linear block code with XOR, NOT and AND gates and simulating their operation using Logisim (Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). During the practical exercises, the student must solve his/her tasks of pre-prepared form published in the e-learning platform of the University of Ruse and submit to the teacher at the end of the classes. The opportunity for extra work is given to the curious students – for example, synthesizing the encoder and the decoder of a (8, 4) linear block code using XOR, NOT and AND gates and simulating their operation using Logisim.

Fig. 6. a) Logisim and its simple toolbar interface + the circuit of the decoder (initial state – all-zeros); b) 110101; c) 011000; d) 101010; e) 000001; f) 001101; g) 010011
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Abstract: In this paper we try to build a framework in optimization model building for students without previous mathematical optimization training and experience. While modeling is a matter of art, approach and compromise between complexity and closeness to reality we need to spend some time on the basics of optimization modeling such as cost function, constraints, variables and coefficients. There is a huge variety of optimization problems solved in Electric Power Systems. The most complex of all is considered to be the Unit Commitment problem where at each iteration an Economic Dispatch is performed.
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1. Introduction

Students mastering Electric Power Systems (EPS) often have no previous mathematical modeling and optimization experience but are required to solve certain optimizations problems for EPS operation. Such problems are the Unit commitment (UC) problem and the Economic dispatch (ED) problem. The UC is an optimization problem used to determine the operation schedule of the generating units at every hour interval with varying loads under different constraints and environments[1]. At each hour the output power of each generator is determined via a solution to an ED problem. An ED is the problem for determining the power output of each power plant, and power output of each generating unit within a power plant, which will minimize the overall cost of fuel needed to serve the system load [2]. In an optimization problem the goal to achieve might be a single or a multiple criteria formulation, or multiple criteria may be combined together in a single cost function. There are also two big groups of optimization problems concerning the implicit existence of constraints: constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. In EPS modeling constraints are often present describing the process dynamics and the physics of the systems' components. Using Lagrange multipliers a constrained problem may be transformed into an unconstrained one leading to a general nonlinear unconstrained optimization problem. The latter is very sensitive to initial conditions while nonlinear functions seem to have more than one local extreme values and most of the methods for solving nonlinear problems find a local not a global extreme. The inconvenience of providing initial values for the search method and the fact that the risk of finding a local extreme not the global one make the Linear Programming approach a leading one in EPS optimization modeling. Linear (affine) functions have only one minima and maxima that are global and provides for the omission of second order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions acquisition. Certain binary modeling techniques provide for the modeling of a set of important nonlinearities that often appear in practice while the resulting problem is still linear. Cost function and constraints may be linear or nonlinear functions, variables under consideration may be continuous, integer or binary, bounded or unbounded.

So all these matters and topics presented in the last paragraph determine the opulence of approaches and methods for optimization problems solving. This same richness requires a systematic approach in the processes and elements presentation in the mathematical model [3-6].

2. EPS model elements

When optimizing the performance of the EPS the respective power levels of the different power plants and loads are considered. To present the amount of active power produced by a certain power plant a continuous variable is used. These are optimization variables with general lower and upper bounds resulting from the real plant's capacity. If different states in the power plant's operation are possible integer and binary variables come at hand to represent the different operation states. Such states are for example "on" and "off" or a role in frequency control reserve: "primary", "secondary" and "tertiary". Generally the set of all possible states is a closed one, meaning it includes a finite number of elements. In practice, binary variables have proven themselves as the most convenient for power plants' states representation leaving the space for general integer variables for other purposes. When the set of all possible states includes more than two elements it can be divided in more than one binary sets. For example, a pump hydro-power station can be idle (non-operational because of a fault, a planned repair or simply because its power is not needed in the power balance), can work as a load or as a generator. These three states can be presented with three numbers: -1 for pump, 0 for idle, 1 for generator. Two of these states coded with non-zero numbers (-1 and 1) can be further represented with binary variables with logical ones for true and zeroes otherwise. It is obvious that with such approach of breaking the initial set into few binary sets there is an overlap with the two binary sets' false values and the zero state in the initial set. So such breaking technique must be used very cautiously in order not to achieve a redundancy of binary variables that make problem solving more difficult.

Branch and bound and branch and cut are the contemporary techniques for solving mixed-integer optimization problems while the relaxed solution might be achieved via different optimization methods. No matter of the algorithm used, branching is an exhaustive process so the number of the integer and binary variables make the problem solving more complex and time spending according to the number of possible integer states. This is the reason that a trend towards integer and binary variables number as well as the number of the possible integer values reduction exists in order to make the branching easier and faster.

General integer variables are mostly used in EPS modeling when there are more than one system elements with similar features. In certain cases different power plants might be grouped according to common or similar characteristics: type or costs for fuel, similar working ranges, etc. This is another manifest of the latter approach for an overall variables reduction that provides for the usage of a single variable for the whole group of plants while the participation of each element of a group is a matter of a different optimization problem (ED). This ED might be nonlinear and will not include binary or integer variables, so its solving is generally more easy. Practitioners in EPS optimization modeling often use such approach in order to reduce the number of variables.

In EPS optimization modeling the variables are:
- integer and continuous according to their feasible sets;
- real and artificial according to the nature of physical processes they represent: real variables model real powers, loads and volumes, while artificial variables model states and alternatives;
- optimization and dual according to the stage of analysis;
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3. Loads modelling

Some loads are controllable and others are not. From the systems’ point of view controllable loads help for the power balance while the fixed loads determine a part of power balance. The work of the uncontrollable (fixed) loads might be forecasted and they participate in power balance constraints as forecasted values on the right-hand sides.

The controllable loads are as important as the generators are especially in the current renewable power generators penetration growth. Base power plants are not capable of flexible load following in both up and down directions. Wind and solar power stations are considered as stochastic uncontrollable base power plants so the power they might inject into the EPS is also considered as a forecasted value and unfortunately inject most of their power in low load hours. In high load hours peak power plants as hydro-power plants help for preserving the power balance. In other low load hours, the power of the base loads such as nuclear power stations need to be decreased and sometimes for wind and solar power stations even to be rejected if there is not enough load.

In detailed modeling terms controllable loads are considered in the following groups:
- controllable (dispatch) over time
- controllable over power level
- controllable over time and power level
- loads with interruptible or non-interruptible work cycle

For example a pump hydro-power station is a load that is dispatchable over time because pumps can be turned on when needed. A smart household appliance might be considered as a dispatchable over time load with a non-interruptible power cycle if it can not be stopped once started until the cycle is completed. In general, controllable loads modeling require the introduction of additional binary and integer variables.

4. Power plants operation modelling

According to the flexibility and the load following abilities generators are divided into two big groups: those of base and peak power plants. As mentioned above, there is one more aspect of power plants work namely if the output power level is controllable or stochastic. Wind and solar power stations are considered uncontrollable therefore their power generation is forecasted before the building and solving of the UC or ED problem [2]. These forecasted values participate as right hand sides along with the working range of controllable loads.

In the latter expression \( P = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i \) is the produced power in all linear intervals \( l = 1:L \), \( b_i \) is the fuel consumption growth in each consecutive interval \( l \), and \( P_i \) is the power in the interval. So in a ED or UC optimization problem the number of continuous variables for each power plant that is modeled depends on the number of observation intervals, i.e. the value of \( L \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval / ( P_{\text{min}}, P_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( P_{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>( P_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( b )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>26.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>29.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>32.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>34.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>37.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>40.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td>45.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Observed fuel consumption of a thermal power plant within its working range \( P_{\text{min}}, P_{\text{max}} \)

Fig. 1. Observed fuel consumption of a thermal power plant within its working range \( P_{\text{min}}, P_{\text{max}} \)

Given the data that is experimentally carried out for the fuel consumption of a power plant (Table 1, Figure 1), a piece-wise fuel consumption function may be used. In this case the number of variables increases with the increase of the number of observations.

\[ R(P) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} a_i P^i \]  

Higher powers are suitable when higher precision is required or when inflexion points are more than 3. If the model has to be linear, a piece-wise approximation might also be used:

\[ R(P) = \sum_{i=1}^{l} b_i P_i \]
5. Costs structure and criteria

In optimization problems an optimal solution is found that fits best to certain criteria. In optimal power planning the most commonly used criteria is the minimal productions costs one. This is a variation of the minimal fuel costs (minimal raw materials consumption) criteria, that are determined by the consumption curve of each power plant. The fuel consumption curve multiplied by the price for the raw material (fuel) gives the fuel costs. These functions are generally nonlinear. Usually quadratic or polynomial approximations are used for the nonlinear case. In US problem on/off costs must be included. So two types of costs might be included in a cost function: costs that depend on the power plant's power level and costs that do not. This general idea for costs segregation introduces additional binary variables in the optimization models. More terms concerning different economic and financial relations may be also modeled as well as ecological criteria. All this makes the variety of cost functions wide enough to build different combined (multi criteria) goals.

6. Constraints

For the purpose of building a general idea and a modelling framework two large groups of constraints formulated in the optimization tasks in the EPS can be formulated. These are the system's conditions stating the balance requirement for each interval in the optimization horizon and the requirements for securing the reserves and the constraints arising from the production capacities. The second set of constraints may be further divided into subgroups according to the type of power plants (thermal, hydro), and a separate group of equality constraints responsible for water balances. Often in the optimization problems the working ranges of the plants are modelled by the simple bounds. Constraints that include efficiency coefficient $\eta$ of the different cycles or mutually exclusive alternatives in the operation of units capable to work in reverse mode (pumps and turbines) form a separate subgroup:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize } & \text{Total Costs subject to:} \\
\text{Balance constraints: } & \text{Production = Load + Losses} \\
\text{Efficiency coefficient: } & \text{Accumulation. } \eta = \text{Generation} \\
\text{Alternatives: } & \text{While true } \leq \text{Max variable value} \\
& \text{If false: Variable } = 0 \\
\text{Water balance: } & \text{Waters used by pumps and turbines in different reservoirs and time intervals should equal or less than given constraints} \\
& \text{Simple bounds: Min value } \leq \text{Variable } \leq \text{Max value} \\
\text{Integer constraints: } & \text{Some variables are integer and one variables are binary } \{0,1\}
\end{align*}
\]

On the other part constraints generally are represented mathematically with equations and inequalities. In optimization equality constraints are called tight or binding because every change in the right-hand side of an equality constraints leads to inevitable changes in the total costs. When there is an inequality constraints that is satisfied in the optimal solution as an equality this constraint is also binding because there is no reserve for changes in its right-hand side. Constraints also may be explicit or implicit in the formulation with implicit constraints being generally the possible sets of the values of all integer variables and the simple bounds arising from the working ranges while the latter may be easily included in the models constraints while the integer ones require further mathematical knowledge and work.

7. Conclusion

The presented topics above give general idea on EPS optimization modeling basics and possible points of view. A certain classification of power plants, loads and costs criteria is given. Some optimization modeling milestones are mentioned as well as few techniques to model size reduction are given.
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Abstract: Electron beam (EB) irradiation has the ability to modify polymer substrates by process of graft copolymerization to synthesize water-soluble copolymers having flocculating potential. Models - depicting the dependencies of the described quality characteristics (their means and variances) from process parameters - are estimated by implementation of the robust engineering methodology for quality improvement. Multiple criteria optimization based on the desirability function approach, involving requirements for economic efficiency, assurance of low toxicity, high copolymer efficiency in flocculation process, good solubility in water, bias, robustness, quality of prediction and the relative importance of responses, is presented.
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1. Introduction

The model-based robust approach for improving the quality of the process [1, 2] can be successfully applied to different industrial processes. For each of the quality performance characteristics, using their regression models, two other models are estimated - for their mean values and variances. The quality improvement is performed using some overall criterion or simply by the performance characteristics variances minimization, while keeping their mean values close to their target values. The Robust Parameter Design (RPD) is an issue of numerous papers in the literature since 1990 [3, 4], but there are much less of them in the area of application of RPD [1, 5] for multiple responses. Some of these articles consider the multi-response case, when replicated observations are available [6], while others are focused on formulation of appropriate optimization criteria. A systematic procedure implementing response surface methodology and desirability function for optimization of multiple response surface (MRS) problems that accommodates all of bias, robustness and quality of prediction besides relative importance of responses in a single framework is developed in [7] and compared with other multiple response techniques.

Electron beam (EB) grafting is a process of modification of polymer substrates implementing radiation-induced graft copolymerization in order to yield water-soluble copolymers having flocculation abilities [8]. The irradiation was performed with linear electron accelerator of mean energy of 5.5 MeV, and the influence of the variation of the following parameters: acrylamide/starch (AMD/St) weight ratio, electron beam irradiation dose and dose rate was investigated. The characterization of graft copolymers was carried out by monomer conversion coefficient, %; residual monomer concentration, %; intrinsic viscosity, dL/g; and Huggins’ constant.

In this paper the robust parameter design methodology is applied for estimation of models, describing the dependencies of the means and the variances of the investigated quality characteristics. Multiple criteria optimization based on the desirability function approach, involving requirements for economic efficiency, assurance of low toxicity, high copolymer efficiency in flocculation process, good solubility in water, bias, robustness, quality of prediction and the relative importance of responses, is presented.

2. Robust parameter design

EB modification of polymer substrates through radiation-induced graft copolymerization is generally used to develop a wide variety of ion exchangers, polymer- ligand exchangers, chelating copolymers, hydrogels, affinity graft copolymers and polymer electrolytes, having various applications in water treatment, chemical industry, biotechnology, biomedicine, etc. [9, 10].

The synthesized graft copolymers were characterized [8] by the following performance quality parameters: $y_1$ [%] - residual monomer concentration, $y_2$ [%] - monomer conversion coefficient, $y_3$ [dL/g] - intrinsic viscosity and $y_4$ - Huggins’ constant. The variation regions $[x_{i_{min}} - x_{i_{max}}]$ of the process parameters were: EB irradiation dose ($x_1$) – [0.64 - 1.44 kGy]; the EB irradiation dose rate ($x_2$) – [0.45 - 1.40 kGy/min] and the (AMD/St) weight ratio ($x_3$) – [5.00 - 10.02]. The concentration of St for these experiments varies from 2.00% to 6.15% and the concentration of AMD varies from 10.00% to 33.67%.

The conducted experimental design consisted in 20 experimental process parameter sets [8]. For each set of the process parameters three replicated measurements were used for estimation of the means and the variances of the quality characteristics of the graft copolymers. The estimated values of the means $\bar{Y}_i$ and the variances $\tilde{x}_i$ can be considered as two responses at the design points and ordinary least squares method can be used to fit regression models for the mean value and for the variance for each quality characteristic [1]:

$$\bar{y}(\bar{x}) = \sum_{i=1}^{k_y} \theta_{yi} f_{yi}(\bar{x})$$

$$\ln[\tilde{x}^2(\bar{x})] = \sum_{i=1}^{k_z} \theta_{zi} f_{zi}(\bar{x})$$

where $\theta_{yi}$ and $\theta_{zi}$ are estimates of the regression coefficients, and $f_{yi}$ and $f_{zi}$ are known functions of the process parameters $x_i$. The variance of normally distributed observations has a $\chi^2$ - distribution. The use of the logarithm transformation of the variance function makes it approximately normally distributed, which improves the efficiency of the estimates of the regression coefficients.

The response surfaces models for the mean and standard deviation of the quality characteristic are estimated and presented in Table 1 for coded values of the process parameters in the region [-1+1]. The coding of the process parameter values is done, using the following equation:

$$x_i = (2z_i - z_{i,max} - z_{i,min})/(z_{i,max} - z_{i,min})$$

where $x_i$ and $z_i$ are the coded and the natural values of the process parameter, correspondingly. $z_{i,\text{min}}$ and $z_{i,\text{max}}$ are the minimal and the maximal values of the parameter experimental variation region.
Table 1: Models for the means and variances of the product quality characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$W'$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}_1(x)$</td>
<td>1.8416958 - 1.471167x + 0.39465799x + 0.76523681x + 1.461893x</td>
<td>0.8172</td>
<td>0.1652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}_2(x)$</td>
<td>89.612936 + 6.1859389x + 2.921934x + 5.2145372x + 2.1297042x</td>
<td>0.7415</td>
<td>0.1499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}_3(x)$</td>
<td>4.278632 - 0.9505143x + 2.2118238x + 1.2412286x + 0.7991376x</td>
<td>0.7921</td>
<td>0.1602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}_4(x)$</td>
<td>0.8626806 + 1.5188592x + 1.6190201x + 0.87526587x - 1.646993x</td>
<td>0.6191</td>
<td>0.1252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}_5(x)$</td>
<td>-3.0237265 - 0.60465965x + 1.0612263x - 4.3482641x - 4.2402799x</td>
<td>0.7179</td>
<td>0.1451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}_6(x)$</td>
<td>0.0931698 - 1.0210062x - 1.7785371x - 4.6387008x + 4.999832x + 6.047145x - 2.242544x</td>
<td>0.7550</td>
<td>0.1527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}_7(x)$</td>
<td>-2.5452688 - 0.67825221x + 2.0734767x - 2.1048188x + 0.12933159x</td>
<td>0.5028</td>
<td>0.1017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1 the estimated response model’s quality of prediction is measured by the squared multiple correlation coefficient $R^2$.

3. Desirability function approach

An approach for optimization of multiple responses simultaneously is combining them into a single function. The desirability technique analysis is presented by Derringer and Suich [11]. This approach includes systematic transform of the quality characteristic $\bar{y}_j(x)$ into individual desirability function $d_j(x)$, calculated depending on the optimization tasks:

- cases with defined target values:
  $$d_j(x) = \begin{cases} \frac{\bar{y}_j(x) - lb}{\tau_j - lb}; & lb \leq \bar{y}_j(x) \leq \tau_j \\ \frac{\bar{y}_j(x) - ub}{\tau_j - ub}; & \tau_j < \bar{y}_j(x) \leq ub \\ 0; & \bar{y}_j(x) < lb \ or \ \bar{y}_j(x) > ub \end{cases}$$

- cases the larger the better:
  $$d_j(x) = \begin{cases} \frac{\bar{y}_j(x) - lb}{ub - lb}; & lb < \bar{y}_j(x) \leq ub \\ \frac{\bar{y}_j(x) - ub}{ub - lb}; & \bar{y}_j(x) > ub \end{cases}$$

- cases the smaller the better:
  $$d_j(x) = \begin{cases} \frac{\bar{y}_j(x) - lb}{ub - lb}; & lb < \bar{y}_j(x) \leq ub \\ \frac{\bar{y}_j(x) - ub}{ub - lb}; & \bar{y}_j(x) > ub \end{cases}$$

In this way the individual optimization desirability functions of the mean values of each response ($d_j$) scaled in the region between 0 and 1 can be calculated, together with the individual robustness desirability functions ($d_r$) [7]. Here $lb_j$ and $ub_j$ are the minimal and the maximal acceptable levels for the mean responses and the standard deviations, $\tau_j$ is the target or the desirable value of the $j$-th quality characteristic (Table 2). The robustness here refers to the low sensitivity of the quality characteristics to the noise factors. This can be achieved by a proper selection of values for the controllable process parameters, and can lead to a reduction for variance of the response in production conditions.

For the consideration of robustness in multiple response optimization problems, the following measures are defined [7]:

- Optimization desirability function $D_{obs}$, defined as the weighted geometric average of the individual optimization desirability functions:
  $$D_{opt}(\bar{x}) = d_{o1}(\bar{x})^w \mu \ d_{o2}(\bar{x})^w \mu \ ... \ d_{om}(\bar{x})^w \mu$$

- Robustness desirability function $D_{rob}$, defined as the weighted geometric average of the individual robustness desirability functions:
  $$D_{rob}(\bar{x}) = d_{r1}(\bar{x})^w \sigma \ d_{r2}(\bar{x})^w \sigma \ ... \ d_{rm}(\bar{x})^w \sigma$$

A multi-response optimization problem requires an overall optimization, i.e. simultaneous satisfaction with respect to the mean and standard deviation of all of the quality characteristics by using a combined desirability function between optimization and robustness. The overall desirability function can be defined as follows:

$$D_{overall}(\bar{x}) = D_{opt}(\bar{x})^w \ opt \ D_{rob}(\bar{x})^w \ rob$$

In order to formulate weights for a given magnitude of predictive capability, a relationship between the weights and a predictive capability index (squared multiple correlation coefficient, $R^2$) is needed (see Table 1):

$$W_j = \frac{R^2_j}{\sum R^2_j}$$

4. Optimization results and discussion

The overall desirability function in the considered EB induced synthesis of graft copolymers is calculated by:

$$D_{overall}(\bar{x}) = d_{o1}(\bar{x})^w \mu \ d_{o2}(\bar{x})^w \mu \ d_{o3}(\bar{x})^w \mu \ d_{o4}(\bar{x})^w \mu \ d_{r1}(\bar{x})^w \sigma \ d_{r2}(\bar{x})^w \sigma \ d_{r3}(\bar{x})^w \sigma$$

The acceptable specification regions and the type of the case for the individual desirability functions (target value, the larger the better, the smaller the better) are presented in Table 2. Desirability functions are formulated for several cases:

- Case 1: Without consideration of the models predictive capabilities, the weights $w_j$ are their optimization and robustness geometric average degrees:
  $$w_{o1} = w_{o2} = w_{o3} = w_{o4} = 1/4 \ and \ w_{r1} = w_{r2} = w_{r3} = 1/3; \quad w_{opt} = w_{rob} = 1/5$$

- Case 2: With consideration of the models predictive capabilities, the weights $w_j$ are calculated, considering the mean and variances as equivalent functions by their geometric average degrees:
  $$w_{o1} = w_{o2} = w_{o3} = w_{o4} = w_{r1} = w_{r2} = w_{r3} = 1/7$$

- Case 4: Without consideration of the models predictive capabilities, the weights $w_j$ are equal [7]:
$w_{o1} = w_{o2} = w_{o3} = w_{o4} = w_{r1} = w_{r2} = 1, w_{rob} = 1.$

**Table 3: Optimal individual and overall desirability functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$z_1$</th>
<th>$z_2$</th>
<th>$z_3$</th>
<th>$d_{o1}$</th>
<th>$d_{o2}$</th>
<th>$d_{o3}$</th>
<th>$d_{o4}$</th>
<th>$d_{r1}$</th>
<th>$d_{r2}$</th>
<th>$d_{r3}$</th>
<th>$D_{overall}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3800</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>7.7108</td>
<td>0.6016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.9964</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
<td>0.9843</td>
<td>0.9351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3560</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>7.7359</td>
<td>0.6165</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9980</td>
<td>0.9947</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>0.9802</td>
<td>0.9176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.3760</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>7.7108</td>
<td>0.6042</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9960</td>
<td>0.9962</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
<td>0.9836</td>
<td>0.9271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.3760</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>7.7108</td>
<td>0.6042</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9960</td>
<td>0.9962</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
<td>0.9836</td>
<td>0.5889</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Optimal values of the means and variances of the product quality characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$\tilde{\tilde{y}}_1(\tilde{x})$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\tilde{y}}_2(\tilde{x})$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\tilde{y}}_3(\tilde{x})$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\tilde{y}}_4(\tilde{x})$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\tilde{z}}_1^2(\tilde{x})$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\tilde{z}}_2^2(\tilde{x})$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\tilde{z}}_3^2(\tilde{x})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.9920</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>21.9203</td>
<td>0.6004</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.9173</td>
<td>99.83</td>
<td>20.5134</td>
<td>0.6008</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.9792</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>21.6812</td>
<td>0.5988</td>
<td>0.00077</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.9792</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>21.6812</td>
<td>0.5988</td>
<td>0.00077</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 3 the individual ($d_j$) and overall desirability functions $D_{overall}$ are presented for the four considered cases, together with the obtained optimal process parameter values. The corresponding values of the estimated means and variances of the performance characteristics are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that there are no considerable differences in the obtained optimal process parameters and the means and variances of the quality characteristics, despite the differences in the calculated optimal overall desirability function values.

Fig. 1 – Fig. 3 display the contour plots of the overall desirability function as a function of different combinations of the process parameters: EB irradiation dose ($z_1$), the EB irradiation dose rate ($z_2$) and (AMD/St) weight ratio ($z_3$) for case 3.
Fig. 6 Overall desirability functions as a function of the process parameters EB irradiation dose ($z_1$) and (AMD/St) weight ratio ($z_3$) at EB irradiation dose rate $z_2 = 0.45$ kGy/min – case 4.

Fig. 4 – Fig. 6 represent the contour plots of the overall desirability function as a function of the process parameters EB irradiation dose ($z_1$) and (AMD/St) weight ratio ($z_3$) at a constant value of the EB irradiation dose rate $z_2 = 0.45$ kGy/min for case 1, case 2 and case 4.

5. Conclusions

A multiple response optimization approach, based on overall desirability function, which considers the robustness as well as optimization of the process parameters at production conditions, is considered. Robustness and optimization desirability functions are calculated by evaluation of individual desirability functions of the means and variances of the product quality characteristics. The applied approach gives possibility to use weights for adjustment of the desirability functions according to the quality of model prediction and in favor of robustness or multiple response optimization.

Electron beam induced graft copolymerization used to synthesize water-soluble copolymers having flocculation abilities is investigated. The parameter optimization is performed in direction of fulfilling requirements for economic efficiency, assurance of low toxicity, high copolymer efficiency in flocculation process, good solubility in water, bias, robustness, quality of prediction and the relative importance of the quality characteristics.
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Abstract: Air pollution problems in urban areas mainly can be connected with the high amounts of toxic exhaust emissions, generated from the growing use of vehicles that use fossil fuels [1]. Roads in urban areas are full with vehicles, and their management is important not just for smoothing traffic flows, but also for reduction of air pollution. Various ways could be considered in which traffic management can affect local air pollution [2]. But, not just traffic management that should be considered solely. Attention should be given to the behavior of the drivers, which also has its impact on air pollution levels. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to show the importance that traffic control and management as well as drivers’ behavior together have on exhaust emission pollution. In addition to that, measures with their effects in the both categories: traffic management and drivers’ behavior are proposed.
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1. Introduction

Growth of the number of vehicles, as well as the expansion of traffic systems are characterized with continuous trend [1]. Although emissions from new vehicles are less harmful than before, the roads in urban areas have become full with vehicles more than ever, most frequently with vehicles which are major air polluters. This concentration of vehicles makes urban air quality unpleasant and often harmful for breathing.

The rising amounts of road traffic emissions are connected with the increase of the fuel consumption in traffic and increase of traffic demand. Road transport presents an energy-consumption sector with a highest growth [1]. In a combination with the continuous growth of fuel consumption and the mileage per vehicle, the vehicles remain in the center of air pollution problem. Therefore, traffic management is important not just from the aspect of improvement of traffic conditions, but also from the aspect of air quality protection.

Although road traffic is a main contributor to air pollution [3], traffic management and drivers’ behavior are often analyzed separately from each other. This paper makes an effort to present a comprehensive approach including both components and to suggest measures that could be employed to secure environmental benefits.

2. Traffic and air pollution

2.1. The impact of traffic management and control on air pollution

An efficient road traffic system is of high importance to every society [3]. Many local authorities face a challenging situation with a steady increase in road traffic, leading to congestion and longer travel times. This is happening despite the measures to reduce congestion, e.g. by improving the traffic control, implementing road toll and stimulating use of public transport and other sustainable alternatives. As a result of congestion, fuel consumption increases together with emissions. In particular during peak hours, the emissions found in cities often exceed acceptable local, national and European limits [3].

Traffic management comprises both “supply side” measures (traffic system management to improve speeds of existing traffic volumes) and “demand side” measures (traffic demand management to improve speeds by reducing traffic volumes).

For example, traffic management may require some physical measures, usually referred to as traffic engineering [2]. Improvements in urban infrastructure can result with a decrease in vehicle emissions, even in the case when all other factors will stay unchanged. But, the improved conditions for traffic flows can offer only a short-term improvement in urban traffic and only a short-term emission reduction [1]. Uncontrolled vehicle growth, following the road infrastructure improvements, is a negative result on the efforts regarding improvements of urban air quality.

Another way of traffic control is through traffic signals. If this is used not just for smoothing traffic flows, but also for their orientation towards open roads (from one or both sides) where natural ventilation contributes for emission dispersion, the benefits for urban air quality are bigger. Additionally, traffic signal control can successfully promote public transport as more attractive solution, giving a priority in crossroads.

Contribution in emission reduction can be achieved using variable message signs to inform the drivers for the speed limitations, available parking places, traffic calming zones etc. Variable message signs, supported by intelligent system which continuously monitors and forecasts local pollution and dynamically controls traffic signals, can be especially effective for emission reduction. In comparison with the unchangeable speed limitations or signs, variable message signs are changeable during the day, as a response of the change in road and traffic conditions and variations in air pollutions.

In fact, every technology or measure that encourages common usage of vehicles, change in the way of usage of passenger vehicles, promotion of public transport, walking and cycling can reduce exhaust emissions.

2.2. Measures for traffic control and management for air pollution reduction

Measures for traffic control and management, which have a positive influence on vehicle exhaust emissions appears in many forms. Most often, they have an impact on traffic operational characteristic, on the way that vehicles have been used, on promotion of sustainable alternatives (public transport, walking, cycling). Numerous measures for traffic control and management are defined, with a potential for exhaust emission reduction, including parking control, park&ride, urban logistics, massive transit systems and improvements in public transport.

However, this kind of measures is faced with the following obstacles [1]:
- problems with the range of the impact – measures focused in central urban zones will have only a small impact on emissions in the broader areas
- political problems – some of the measures, such as increase of the taxes for road toll, fuel taxes and taxes in public transport, politically is very difficult to be implemented.
The following measures are presented in the form of table and could be considered for traffic control and management in order to decrease high pollution episodes from exhaust emissions.

Table 1: Measures for traffic control and management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>road toll</td>
<td>stimulation of modal change, especially if taxes are 2-3 times higher during the peak hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synchronization of traffic signal control systems</td>
<td>green waves and reduced idling time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priority for high occupancy vehicles during the peak hours</td>
<td>reduction of the number of vehicles on urban roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parking payment</td>
<td>modal change and decreased usage of the vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limited entrance for the passenger vehicles and high duty vehicles in the city center</td>
<td>minimization of traffic volumes in city center and increase of the traffic speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>programs for limited expansion of the road space for motorized vehicles</td>
<td>increase of the road space for sustainable modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traffic calming zones</td>
<td>modal change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public transport priority</td>
<td>modal change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priority for cyclist and walkers; safe crossing</td>
<td>modal change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de-leveled separation of the crossing with major roads</td>
<td>network without signal control (in the long-term)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Made by the authors

Apart of these measures, especially should be emphasized the programs for car-free journeys and programs for decreasing the need for individual journey with a car, as the most significant components in traffic planning and control. Their realization is highly conditioned by the development of all less-polluting traffic alternatives.

Critical to the successful implementation of traffic management measures is the establishment of a traffic management unit at the local level with the ability to plan and implement suitable traffic management schemes [2].

Presented measures for traffic control and management from the aspect of air pollution reduction have a suggestive nature. Before their implementation, a detailed technical studies and research are needed. In any case, modern vehicle technologies and intelligent traffic systems have a significant potential for the solution of air pollution problems in the urban environment and development of sustainable traffic in urban areas [4].

3. Drivers’ behavior and air pollution

The style of driving the vehicle has high impact on the amount of released exhaust emissions. The most important influence on emission levels for a given vehicle is the driving cycle, with both fuel consumption and pollutant emissions many times higher per vehicle km during acceleration and deceleration than during cruise [2].

Eco-driving is a driving style aimed at preventing environmental degradation by reducing fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, which in turn saves money [5]. Eco-driving offers benefits for drivers of private cars, company cars, lorries and busses, as well as fleet owners. Eco-driving can assist in effectively reducing fuel consumption thereby reducing harmful vehicle emissions and pollutants such as CO₂ which is one of the greenhouse gases that contributes to the climate change [5].

Before proposing several practical advices how to properly eco-drive a vehicle to reduce exhaust emissions, attention is given to other aspects that contribute to the change in drivers’ behavior. These aspects are: drivers’ information during the journey and informed buying of new vehicle.

3.1. Drivers’ information system during the journey

Advanced information system for the drivers during the journey (GPS), for example by proposing optimal routes, reduces the necessary travelled mileage. In this way, indirectly contributes for the reduction in urban air pollution.

In-vehicles guidance systems provide real-time information for the location of the most congested and polluted places, advising the driver for the alternative routes. In most ideal case, drivers’ information should include details for other travelling modes, for example by public transport, availability to the public transport and price, although drivers unwillingly accept public transport as an alternative for its own vehicle.

The use of these information systems imposes the need of more effective wide-range activities for data collection and their distribution to the drivers [1]. In-time and precise distribution of the collected data for air pollution are performed through networks for the surveillance of the level of polluted air and warning systems when the thresholds are exceeded, especially of particles, ozone, nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides.

But, it must not be neglected that information system for the real situation with pollution levels, except that is helpful for the drivers, has another, even more important effect: contributes for the awareness of the broader public for the impact of traffic emissions on urban air quality. Hence, the system indirectly contributes for the increase of the pressure of the public for reduction of the vehicle emissions [1].

3.2. Informed choice for buying a new vehicle

The best individual contribution from every driver for emission reduction at local and global level could be achieved in the process of buying a new vehicle when an informed choice should be made [1]. Today, when much more is known for the relation between vehicle exhaust emissions and environmental pollution, it is
Important that buyers of new vehicle know the consequences of their choice. The best solution is buyers to have available specific information about the environmental performances of the vehicles, so that a decision could be made based on better information.

Information when buying a new vehicle shouldn’t be deduced only to the vehicle basic price, registration and insurance costs, maintenance costs of the additional equipment, performances, durability, safety etc. When buying a new vehicle, buyers should be informed also for the fuel consumption and costs, i.e., the total approximate cost for the fuel during the vehicle exploitation period, for the emission amounts of carbon dioxide and other exhaust emissions.

The data, that should be available when buying, most often are obtained during the official tests done before the car model has been offered for sale [1]. Very helpful could be the advices of the official distributors when choosing the most suitable way for reduction of vehicle impact on the environment. Classification of the vehicles in categories according to the environmental performances provides important information about the vehicle impact on air quality and the greenhouse effect.

When the choice is deduced to one selected class of vehicles (as the best according to the needs and opportunities), a vehicle that has a best fuel efficacy should be chosen. Unnecessary vehicle size and weight increase fuel consumption. For example, fuel consumption at vehicles with similar size could vary up to 45% [6].

Most of the countries have fiscal measures (most often referring the fuels) to stimulate the buyers to choose the vehicle with higher fuel economy and to stimulate drivers for eco-driving. Besides that, vehicles that use cleaner fuels and alternative fuels have additional discount [7].

3.3. Practical advices for the drivers for exhaust emission reduction

Every driver individually, taking some simple measures and changing his own habits during the driving, could significantly contribute for the improvement of air quality and pollution reduction [1]. Emissions from every individual vehicle are really small, but because of the total global number of vehicles, an effect in pollution reduction could be achieved if every driver is keeping himself to some simple preventive measures for eco-driving.

Driver behavior has influence on fuel consumption and exhaust emissions; hence, a higher self-responsibility is needed. Moderation in the driving style is useful not just for the environment, but also helps in the continuation of the exploitation period at every component in the vehicle. Frequent stops and starts, aggressive deceleration and acceleration, bad vehicle maintenance often lead to the higher consumption and higher exhaust emissions [1].

Vehicle occupancy rate by several passengers are low and total distances passed with the vehicles are rising [1]. This change causes higher emission concentrations with negative influences on the environment. Although innovation at passenger vehicles has brought higher personal mobility, presenting a flexible and comfort way of personal transit, the current level of usage of passenger vehicles aren’t sustainable. Hence, efforts for stimulating of alternatives such as walking, cycling and public transit should be putted. However, it is unreal to expect that the vehicle owners would give up of them preferring other alternative ways of transit [1].

The fact that every driver contributes for increases of the emissions, clearly indicates that should not be expected that only authorities have an obligation for undertaking measures for pollution reduction. For their politics to be effective and to provide realization of the anticipated goals, it is necessary every driver to act individually in the form of eco-driving style [1].

Several simple advices for the drivers that can contribute for the decrease of the vehicle impact on environment and for less air pollution are presented in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>use of a vehicle with low fuel consumption</td>
<td>decrease of the amount of exhaust emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avoidance of usage of the vehicle at short journeys</td>
<td>decreased exhaust emission per kilometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>previous planning of the journeys</td>
<td>selection of the optimal routes with low congestion and shorter travel time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car-pooling (more passengers in one vehicle)</td>
<td>decrease of the total number of vehicles on the urban roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driving with lower speed</td>
<td>decrease of the fuel consumption and emission reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driving with constant speed without frequent accelerations and decelerations</td>
<td>fuel savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preservation of the vehicle gap</td>
<td>fuel savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avoidance of the constant breaks usage</td>
<td>fuel savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regular maintenance of the vehicle</td>
<td>fuel savings and emission reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keeping the suitable tire pressure</td>
<td>fuel savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rare usage of the air-conditioner</td>
<td>fuel savings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Made by the authors
Local, as well as global pollution would have been significantly improved if every driver is disposed to use its own vehicle for 30% less than usual, starting from now. Bigger European cities could achieve real results in the environmental protection, if in the next 3-5 years the traffic of passenger vehicles is reduced for 30% [8].

These and other measures that modify drivers’ behavior have the biggest potential for reduction of the total vehicle emissions [1].

4. Conclusion

Mobility needs in urban areas are constantly rising and most often the first choice for urban travel is passenger vehicle. The growth of the number of passenger vehicles on urban roads worsens the conditions of traffic flows, but also has very negative impact on urban air quality.

For dealing with this situation, a comprehensive approach is needed, taking into account traffic management and control and drivers’ behavior. This means that from one side, a maximal effect in the traffic activities is necessary to be achieved. From the other side, special attention should be dedicated to the eco-driving style of the vehicles and changes in drivers’ behavior in that direction. Eco-driving training is well-known as a feasible strategy to decrease fuel consumption and emissions [9].

Therefore, this analysis presents several measures together with their effects that can achieve reduction in air pollution during the congested traffic flowing on the road network, changing the drivers’ behavior at the same time.

Traffic control and management is not a guaranteed, one-shot cure for traffic congestion. It needs constant adjustment and enforcement to be effective. Traffic management requires effective planning, implementation and enforcement skills [2].

Drivers’ behavior has influence on fuel consumption and exhaust emissions; hence, a higher self-responsibility is needed. Following the eco-driving advices, every driver could contribute for decreasing of the local, as well as global emission levels.

Realization of the goal for significant reduction of emissions until 2030 it will be only possible by using an integrated approach which includes traffic management and control and changes in the way of driving (for reduction of the distances passed and fuel consumed). Also, the commitment of the authorities to maintain enforcement of proposed measures would be particularly critical [2].
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1. Introduction

Transport planning process which is closely related to travel demand forecasting is essential for the design of transportation facilities and services, and also for planning, investment and policy making [1]. The models of forecasting in transport planning are very important to foresee increase of traffic and trips in the future. [2]. The traffic production modelling is to be done by finding relation between traffic countings which exit from a zone from origin - destination survey result and other independent variables of macro level in a given zone. This was a reason to undertake field research to find out the matrix origin-destination of traffic production for a period of 24 h treated here like independent variable in the Anamorava region. Later by application of various modelling techniques like those traditional – linear regression and those non traditional-RBFNN it will be possible to built a model for forecasting of traffic production.

1.1 The Objectives of the study

The objectives of this paper are: 1. Development of a suitable model for forecasting traffic production in Anamorava region using techniques such as MRA and RBFNN, and (2) comparison of results according models MAR and RBFNN by application of performance indicators like R², ME and RSME.

2. Materials and methods

The methodology of traffic forecasting in this paper is addressed in three parts: (a) Data collection, (b) Regression models and (c) ANN models.

3.1 Data collection

In order to establish the model, the requirement was to identify and collect data on independent variables as well as dependent variables. Collection of data for variables which will be incorporated in setting up models is done according to two ways explained as follows.

2.1.1 Aggregate data

Demographic, economic and terrain factors have been taken like independent variables in aggregate level of more impact. Relevant data on this issue have been taken from competent authorities for collection, maintenance and archiving them [3], [4], [5] etc. Selection of independent variables is done in line with relevant literature [6], [7], [8] and [9]. Exclusion from this is on some territorial variables such is distance and time and the other one which is the result of them namely, cost of trip which is done by an author based on primary information available in Google maps etc.

2.1.2 Field data for traffic counting

The key place in this paper is the traffic produced on daily basis by this region qualified like independent variables (Y). Data on them is found out through the research conducted specifically for this purpose. The outcome of this is a matrix O-D of trips which is very important to proceed with further steps towards establishment of a relation between variables and finally to establish models. This is made possible by completing manual counting and interviews in cordon in eight selected locations in the main road network with higher traffic flow in region. Forms and special questionnaires are prepared in advance to complete counting and interviews, which contain direction of trip (O-D), purpose of trip, frequency of trips, number of passengers in vehicle etc. Depending on origin and the purpose of trip we took into consideration internal-external, external-internal, internal-internal and transit traffic. The traffic within one zone was not subject of research. Counting and interviews are completed simultaneously on 18.05.2016 and 21.05.2016 non-stop for 12 hours starting from 07:00 am until 19:00 pm. There are 11523 interviews completed which is 19.43% of total traffic flow in two directions which also show 59317 vehicles counted manually. Counting and interviews are conducted assisted by students of Transport and Traffic Department supported by Kosovo Police.

2.1.3 Data Processing

After processing of data it was possible to establish the matrix O-D of real trips for each category of vehicles. Thus, knowing number of traffic flows and interviews conducted for a period of 12 hours and for only two days of the week, which is one working day and the other day is weekend, it was not possible to further continue without conducting additional calculation coefficients in relation to $K_s$, $K_{int}$ and $K_{conver}$ in order to gain final matrix of daily matrix of trips by vehicles. After counting is completed there is a need to correct them. Counting of traffic shows we have various types of vehicles which influence the traffic and requirement is to convert vehicles per unit in order to have uniform traffic influence. This measurement based on categories per vehicle will be converted to vehicles per unit equal to a car based on the equivalent coefficient value $K_{eq}=1.4$. Gained values need to be multiplied with this coefficient to make the equivalent of PCSE.

2.1.3.1 The coefficient of interview

It is obvious that technically is not possible to interview every vehicle driver. In order to find the number of trips by vehicle within the period of 12 hours coefficient of interview $K_{int}$ was used. This is gained comparing the traffic flow and the interviews conducted within given period of time for each location separately as given hereunder in equation 1 and results are presented in Table 1.

$$K_{int} = \frac{\text{No. vehicles 12h}}{\text{No. interviews 12h}}$$

(1)
By using this coefficient, it was possible to establish of O-D trip matrix for total number of vehicles for a time interval of 12 hours applying equation 2 as follows:

\[ \text{Matrix}_{O-D} = \text{No. interviews} \cdot K_{\text{int}} \cdot \text{veh/12h} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

### 2.1.3.2 Converting traffic from 12 h to 24 h

After processing the traffic flow conducted from automatic mobile counters for an interval of 24 hours which have been installed in four locations through it was possible to get converting coefficient of traffic from 12 hours to 24 hours through equation 3.

\[ K_{\text{convert}} = \text{No. vehicles} \cdot K_{\text{int}} \cdot \text{veh/24h} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Comparison of data for four locations resulted in its average value is \( K_{\text{convert}} \). In this regard, application of traffic flow values and values gained of these coefficients in equation 4, the final matrix is gained on O-D of trips of vehicles for the period of 24h.

\[ \text{Matrix}_{O-D} = \text{Volume} \cdot K_k \cdot K_{\text{int}} \cdot K_{\text{convert}} \cdot \text{veh/24h} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

This result from matrix is like an average of two days when counting and interviews are conducted with an intention not to require application of weekly nonlinear coefficient of trips.

### 4.2 Linear regression

In order to develop traffic production modelling, respectively to investigate relationship between of dependent variables \( Y_i \) and independent variables \( X_i \), MRA technique is applied and this general form according to [10] is given in equation 5:

\[ Y_i = \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \beta_i \cdot X_i + \epsilon \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where: \( Y_i \) is number of productive trips per day, \( X_i \)-explanatory variable from 1 to \( n \), \( \beta_i \) is regression constant; \( \beta_i \) is regression coefficient and \( \epsilon \) is error.

Correlation coefficient is verified between every dependent variable with each independent variable in a specific way. According to this it results that demographic, economic and territorial phenomenon of various zones are well correlated (R>0.5) with total number of trips. In this way we decided that each of them to include in analysis. The model is done using SPSS package software. Stepwise technique, backward and automatic linear regression were used to get the most statistical significance equations, between independent variables on dependent variable in the model [11]. After several attempts it was not possible to get the best results according to only “lin-lin” model and we needed to intervene in transformation of data in dependent variable applying several permitted ways of transformation shown in wide literature on statistics and econometric functions such as “log” [12]. Based on evidence it resulted that application of “log” in transformation of dependent variable provide best results compared to other functions. Selection of variables in final equation of regression is done following some principles as mentioned following: a. non existence of multi co-linearity between variables, b. variables need to be in harmony with engineering and logic judgement in relation to developments, and c. selection of models with the less possible number of variables, to have in possession a history of series of variables taken for review, to have high value for determination of coefficient R² and low value of mean error (ME), root mean square error (RSME) [13].

### 5.3 ANN models

Artificial Intelligence technique is more frequently used in the last years for forecasting in many areas. Part of this technique is fuzzy logic, neural network, genetic algorithms, etc. [14]. All these three techniques are used for solving complicated problems at the same time and in combination. There is also a tendency to use ANN which is a tool to solve problems, which makes possible processing of data like input-output and the results are guaranteed in treating some inaccuracies while analytic equation of input-output are not needed.

ANN is a calculation model which is defined through the type of neuron, connection architecture, algorithm for learning etc. Based on connection architecture there are [15]: a. Feed forward which consist of: MLP, PNN, GRNN, CFN, RBF, AMN and b. Feedback which consist of Jordan Elman network-JENN, Hopfield network-HN, Adaptive resonance theory-ART, Recurrent network-RNN etc. Each of them has its own specifics and similarities to each other.

In this paper, the radial basis function neural network (RBFFN) model is provided. The methodology and parts of RBFFN models, variables and analysis used are described in the following discussion.

### 2.3.1 The topology of RBFNN

A radial basis function (RBFFN) is a feed-forward, supervised learning network with only one hidden layer, called the radial basis function layer. The RBF network is a function of one or more predictors (also called inputs or independent variables) that minimizes the prediction error of one or more target variables (also called outputs). Predictors and targets can be a mix of categorical and scale variables. The topology of RBFFN consists of three layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer (see Fig.1). This RBFFN proposed here is a special case of multilayer feed forward neural networks, but different in terms of node characteristics and learning algorithms [16].

**Fig 1. Architecture of radial basis function neural networks.**

There is no calculation in input layer nodes. The input layer nodes only pass the input data to the hidden layer. The input layer consist of \( n \) nodes where input vector \( x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \). The hidden layer consists of \( n \) nodes and each hidden node \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) has a center \( c_j \). Each hidden layer node performs a nonlinear transformation of the input data onto new space through the radial basis function. The most common choice for the radial basis function is a Gaussian function, given by equation 6:

\[ \Phi_j(x) = \exp(-\frac{1}{2} (x - c_j)^2) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where: \( |x - c| \) represents the Euclidean distance between input vector \( x \) and the radial basis function center \( c \). While \( r_j \) is the width of radial basis function.
The output layer operation is linear, given by equation 7:

$$y(x) = \sum_j w_j \cdot \Phi_j(x)$$

where $w_j$ are the connection weight of hidden layer to output layer and $n$ is number of hidden node.

It is obvious that RBFNN is simply linear combination and to find the easiest solution linear optimization method is used. It converges for a short time and it guarantees convergence to global optimum parameter. Once applying the training process parameters should be defined as follows: a. Number of nodes in hidden layers, b. the width and center of each radial basis function in each node and c. connecting weight of hidden layer with output layer.

In order to determine the center and the optimum number of hidden nodes learning algorithm based on orthogonal least square (OLS) is applied [17]. This algorithm function in a forward selection manner selecting the center of a radial basis function one by one in rational way until construction of a suitable network.

3. Discussion results

After application of above two techniques it was possible to get results and to analyse them.

3.1 Multiple regression analysis

The analysis starts from description of variables (see Table 2) which take part in setting up the model following with correlative results and to analyse them.

### Table 2: Descriptive of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y(Prod)</td>
<td>2.1030</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>0.9730</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(Res)</td>
<td>4716.4</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>204723</td>
<td>45479</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(ActForces)</td>
<td>11087</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>58708</td>
<td>11883</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(Area)</td>
<td>298.11</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(ActiveBusiness)</td>
<td>1084</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10182</td>
<td>1757</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(Pass.Vehicles)</td>
<td>7316</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>48381</td>
<td>8066</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(Inco. per capita)</td>
<td>9482</td>
<td>2242</td>
<td>17772</td>
<td>3182</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(Density)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(Time)</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(Distance)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(TripCost)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Model summary of statistical parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>D.Watson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Productive</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>1.676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>SumSquares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig (p&lt;0.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>28.690</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.345</td>
<td>70.82</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>7.291</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.430</td>
<td>93.80</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35.981</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.196</td>
<td>167.62</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Std.Err</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>Sig (p&lt;0.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.167</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>18.689</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActForcesD</td>
<td>3.366E-05</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>5.479</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>-10.601</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: ProductiveTrip LOG

Significant model for productive traffic is given by equation 8:

$$Y_{Productive} = 1468.92 \cdot X_{2D}^{3.66E-05} \cdot X_8^{(0.021)}$$

(8)

All of the variables are significant at the 5% significance level (95% confidence level) for this model. In other words, (P-value) is <0.05 for all independent variables. It is proved that this is the best for all models because it has the best R², and the lowest ME and RMSE compared to all other models with the combinations of other variables.

The histogram also shows visually that there is approximately normal distribution. Analyzing signs before variables it means that with increase of active forces (X2D) the out the region there is increase of traffic while with increase of travel time (X8), there is decrease of traffic.

### 3.2 RBFNN analysis

In order to get models through RBFNN we have followed two variants. The first variant: the input variables (13 variables) are in input layer. One hidden layer, and one desired variable (Y) is in output layer with 39 observations are used.

The second variant: only two significant variables which are gained by regression are taken in input layer. One hidden layer, and one desired variable (Y) is in output layer with 39 observations are used. After several attempts it was obvious that the variant with two variables provide much better results of forecasting, respectively in low errors in forecasting. Therefore the further analysis is oriented only to this variant. Data were standardized using the following equation 9:

$$Z = \frac{(X - \mu)}{\sigma}$$

(9)

where $X$ is observed value, $\mu$ is the mean and $\sigma$ is the standard deviation. This standardization process yields variable Z with zero mean and unit variance.

For RBFNN analysis, 26 cases (70 %) were assign to the training sample, 9 cases (20%) to the testing sample and 4 cases (10%) to holdout sample. Network information is given in table 4.

### Table 4: RBFNN network information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Layer</th>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>ActiveForcesD</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hidden</td>
<td>Number of Units</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Rescaling Method for Covariates</td>
<td>Standardized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Dependent Variables</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Number of Units</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Rescaling Method for Scale</td>
<td>Standardized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent</td>
<td>Activation Function</td>
<td>Identity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Squares</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Determined by the testing data criterion: The "best" number of hidden units is the one that yields the smallest error in the testing data.

The RBFNN structure has six units in hidden layers as presented in Fig.3. Also, in table 6 are presented RBFNN model summary. There we can see fewer errors in training than that in testing and holding samples.

### Table 5: RBFNN model summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Sum of Squares Error</th>
<th>0.059</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Error</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Time</td>
<td>0.000.00.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Sum of Squares Error</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Error</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holdout</td>
<td>Relative Error</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. The number of hidden units is determined by the testing data criterion: The "best" number of hidden units is the one that yields the smallest error in the testing data.
3.3 Performance indicators

The most important rule for choosing a forecasting method is its accuracy, or how well they predict matches the actual future value. Here we have used several measures to determine the accuracy of forecasting models and evaluate the performance of models such as: R², ME and RSME.

3.3.1 The coefficient of determination-R²

Coefficient of determination R² can be computed for MRA and RBFNN models using by equation 10:

\[ R^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (F_i - \bar{F})^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_i - \bar{A})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_i - \bar{A})^2} \]  

(10)

where \( F_i \) is the \( i \)th forecast, \( A_i \) is the \( i \)th actual values and \( n \) is the number of samples. While \( \bar{F} \) and \( \bar{A} \) are the averages.

Based on this for regression model we have value of R²=0.797, while for RBFNN (RBF 7-2-1) we have calculated separately for training and for testing by expressions below:

\[ R^2_{\text{Training}} = 1 - \frac{0.059}{39} = 0.998 \quad R^2_{\text{Testing}} = 1 - \frac{0.085}{6} = 0.991 \]

Variables were rescaled by standardization, it has zero mean and unit variance, and that sum of squares total is equal \( n-1 \), where \( n \) is the sample size.

3.3.2 ME and RSME

These indicators can be calculated separately for two models by equation (11) and (12):

\[ ME = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (F_i - A_i)}{n} \]  

(11)

\[ \text{RSME} = \left[ \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (F_i - A_i)^2 \right]^{1/2} \]  

(12)

Table 6: Summary of indicators of R², ME and RSME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>RSME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression model</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>1778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBFNN model</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing results of Table 6 show that RBFNN model performs much better than ordinary regression in terms of performance indicators explained by the models.

4. Conclusion

In this paper some models are developed but only two of them are selected which is (MRA) and (RBFNN) to get results in traffic production in Anamorava region. The results of those models have been compared to see differences and advantages provided by each of them in forecasting, respectively in finding out which of them provide smaller errors in forecasting. After verification of indicators such is R², ME and RSME by performance analysis we came to conclusion that RBFNN model provide better performance and as such can be finnally used for traffic production forecasting in this region.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The modern problems of examining the parameters of new and conventional materials and technological processes are multi-criteria and conflict in principle. This nature of the problems is grounded by the fact that, with there examination, it is necessary to provide a certain set of parameters that have to satisfy users' requirements. The solution sought usually consists in determining those combinations of controlling parameters that provide the set of quality parameters specified. The choice of the assessment system of criteria and their rating according to the degree of significance is a problem difficult to formalize. It does not have unambiguous interpretation inevitably causes subjective decisions.

The problem of multi-criteria decision aiding could be most generally defined as a process with:
- a great number of parameters of the solution with a complex interaction among themselves;
- complex cause-and-consequence relations of the solution parameters and the attributes or aims;
- a set of alternatives, which could be reduced to a limited number and in this case the form of cause-and-consequence has to be used.

Due to that reason, looking for an appropriate model to solve a certain multi-criteria problem, one should define first the type of the situation, which is most suitable for solving the problem. An important element of the information base is the component implementing the method of planning the experiment. The main instrument and means of the modern scientific technologies is modeling as by it one can formulate the multi-criteria problem. The models of the complex objects and phenomena are often integrated including contents-describing and formal mathematical parts.

Hence, the study mainly emphasizes on different indices of quality providing including the following groups of criteria: strength (with static and dynamic loading), stiffness (E-module) and toughness (of the material/article), wear-out resistance and hardness, high temperature resistance, appropriate primary cost, compatibility with environment and the possibility of recycling.

2. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING METHODS

An approach to solving the problem (1) is to find the complete set of effective points on the basis of which the decision maker /DM/ chooses one solution. Such algorithms of linear continuous multi-criteria problems have been developed [1], [2]. They have a complex structure and operate slowly. On the other hand, the number of the effective points could be very big and thus make difficult the choice of a decision by the DM.

Another possible approach is to interact directly with the user and his/her preferences to obtain different compromise decisions. In that case, the DM should have a possibility to assess and compare the different solutions obtained. Independently of the method used to find out an effective point, this point has to reflect the DM's preferences to a certain extent. That is why in the multi-criteria decision aiding (MCDA) generally there are two stages: the stage of a dialog with the DM and the stage of computing the effective point. They are interactive procedures [3], which comprise great part of the well-known methods of solving a MCDA problem.

The criteria thus formulated are directly connected with high serviceability (functionality) and quality (constructional and operational properties) as well as economic efficiency.

The optimal matching of all these trends defines the efficiency of materials, i.e. their capability to meet the challenges of engineering in the best way on each stage of its development. Thus a set of problems of multi-criteria compromise decision-making could be formulated also by multi-criteria compromise optimization of one and the same class for which to is necessary to build an appropriate modern instrument in the process of study.

According to the information available about the DM's preferences, the methods of solving MCDA problems can be divided into three main groups:
1. when the DM is able to give a complete information about his/her preference;
2. when there is not such information available;
3. when this information is given by the DM in the process of solving the problem.

The criteria thus formulated are directly connected with high serviceability (functionality) and quality (constructional and operational properties) as well as economic efficiency.

The optimal combining of all these trends defines the efficiency of materials. The optimal matching of all these trends defines the efficiency of materials, i.e. their capability to meet the challenges of engineering in the best way on each stage of its development. Thus a set of problems of multi-criteria compromise decision-making could be formulated also by multi-criteria compromise optimization of one and the same class for which to is necessary to build an appropriate modern instrument in the process of study.

With the problems in the field of material science, the DM does not have information about his/her preference and for that reason the methods developed within the first group cannot be used.

The second group of methods is characterized by generating the whole set of effective solutions. The set of effective solutions is presented partially or entirely by the DM. Such methods are: the method of weight coefficients or P problem [4],[5],[6], the method of limitations [7],[8]; the method of weighed Chebishev's standard [9]. These methods are able to generate the whole set of effective solutions of the MCDA. However, their disadvantage lies in the big calculation resources necessary for generating and the impossibility.
or difficulty of the DM to choose a solution from that set. However, they serve as a base of the interactive methods.

The third group of methods does not require knowledge on the function of preference by the DM. They are the base of the interactive man-computer procedures. The DM interacts with the computer (the algorithm set) on the purpose of clearing and giving additional information about the way of reaching a compromise decision.

The methods consist of three basic steps:
1. Giving the DM’s requirements;
2. Finding a compromise solution;
3. Checking if the solution found satisfies the DM.

These methods have been developed most intensively for the past few year and are the base of further studies on the problem of MCDA.

The method of limiting planes [10] is very useful for the peculiarities of the problems in the field of material science. This method can be examined as a variation of the method of the admissible destinations. The methods of this class are unique with the approach, which they use to find the best compromise decision. They reduce the area of criteria iteration reflecting the planes and thus eliminating the stage of looking for a destination. Here precise information about trade-off coefficients is required.

3. APPROACH TO SOLVING MULTI-CRITERIA PROBLEMS IN THE FIELD OF MATERIAL SCIENCE.

The multi-criteria approach [10] proposed is characterized with the peculiarity of defining only one effective point of the whole set, which, according to its nature, turns to be fully sufficient for the different processes examined. That solution is characterized with the peculiarity of the problem class being solved and the solutions are with the highest thresholds of the quality indices examined. Their determination is usually assisted by the nature of the multi-criteria problem defined by the regression models of particular parameters of quality. In the field of material science, the latter require relatively one and the same preferences to all criteria as a whole. The solution presented meets the requirements mentioned and corresponds to the maximal effective point. It is determined after the discretization of the variables with certain exactness and building a transformation containing the lowest value of the criteria examined.

Applying this computation technology, technological solutions important for a number of technologies have been obtained and proved in practice [11]-[14].

The approach has been developed in the form of suitable software [10] that automates the calculations and determines the solutions necessary in a extremely easy way.

Before being visualized, the criteria have been put on a normally distributed scale by finding the discrete extremes and excluding the areas where the function has infinite or indefinite values. The movable limits move along this scale filtrating the obtained and proved in practice [11]-[14].

The movable limits move along this scale filtrating the obtained and proved in practice [11]-[14].

In previous studies, team members conducted research that is summarized in Fig. 1 - Fig.4.

References.

Fig. 1. Electrolyte coats on worn-out details done by iron-covering [12]

Fig. 2. Homogeneous-making thermal treatment of casted aluminum alloys developed for American Eagle Wheel Co. /Ordered Company Survey/
**Fig 3.** Coats obtained by plasma pilling [14]

The complex effect of the five process-controlling parameters is determined aiming at accomplishment optimal quality parameters control.

- To accomplish the project a planned experiment has been used with Rehshafner’s plan.

**Fig 4.** Ion-nitriding treatment in low-temperature plasma of tool steel [11, 13]

The study presents a possibility to choose appropriate steel of a given class and a corresponding mode of ion-nitriding treatment which can guarantee the achievement of a preliminarily given complex of properties examined. The procedure of mode choice-making takes into consideration its energy consumption as well. With a number of models available for providing the quality desired it is recommended to choose the one using the least power.

- Laboratory tests of BH11, BH21, BH10 steel types (according BS 4659).
- The examination is carried out by a planned experiment - orthogonal composition plan.
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Abstract: Physical surface properties including surface roughness, topography, morphology, and wettability could influence the implant material behavior, bio-response, bacterial contamination and contact with other bio-active surfaces or fluids. This work investigates micro- and nanoscale roughness parameters and surface morphology of PVD deposited (Ti,Al,V)N/TiO₂ coating using optical microscopy, white light interferometry (WLI), contact profilometer and scanning electron (SEM) microscopy. Results indicated that vacuum oxidized surface possessed medium roughness values, anisotropy in surface texture and irregular morphology. The vacuum oxidation of the nitride maintained the oxide with nano-crystal size and showed pores at the interface between the layers. The effect of prolonged exposure to Ringer-Braun solution droplet on the modified crystalline structure of the oxide was also explained.
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1. Introduction

The identification, assessment, and quantification of the implant topographic features are essential for ensuring desirable cellular response and successful performance of the implant. In general, the rougher topography shows increased bone apposition in comparison with smooth surfaces (as-machined) that exhibit poor fixation strength [1]. The roughened implant surface serves as adhesion scaffold for the cell facilitating their localization and immobilization. However, compared to the smooth surface, roughened one enhances the accumulation of infectious bacteria [2]. Therefore, surface roughness and texture will determine the healing rate through enabling the bone cell to colonize the implant surface and will contribute to the strength of bone-to-implant contact as well as the surface morphology will exercise influence on bacterial proliferation.

Titanium alloys are commonly employed to manufacture hard tissue replacement, including dental implants, bone plates and artificial hip joints [3]. Many experiments confirmed the feasibility of using TiO₂ thin films as a biocompatible material [4-6]. A mixture of crystalline and amorphous titanium oxide film with a few nanometers thickness is formed naturally in the air. Titanium oxide layers formed at room temperature (e.g. anodically oxidized, sol-gel produced) are often obtained mainly in amorphous form, which can be converted to anatase (300 – 500 °C) or rutile (> 550 °C) by a thermal treatment [7]. The need for crystallization is because the crystal TiO₂ is demonstrated to improve the bioactivity on biomedical implant surfaces [8]. At the same time, a significant temperature-dependent growth of the crystals takes place. The problem that occurs with titanium adhesives joints is that the transformation of amorphous titanium oxide into titanium oxide crystals leads to failure due to the change of oxide volume at the interphase [9]. The amorphous oxides residues could worsen the bonding strength to the crystal substrate. The biological outcomes of anatase crystal architecture are highly significant for implants [10, 11]. Additionally, the micrometer scale surface topography with dimensions comparable to cells possesses the ability to influence cell adhesion, morphology, and contact guidance.

Commonly used surface characterization tools for quantitative analysis are optical microscopy (OM) analysis, white light interferometry (WLI - non-contact optical technique) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In this regard, the work reports on surface characteristics of gradient functional (Ti,Al,V)N/TiO₂ coating describe by complementary analysis (OM, WLI and SEM) in order to investigate its topography and morphology. No additional substrate roughening before the modification is applied so as to determine only the surface characteristics of coating and to facilitate the examinations and interpretation of results. The information about the morphological characteristics is used to explain the observed time-related wettability of the modified surface. The results were post-processed and schematically shown so that they give a more comprehensive set of data.

2. Materials and Methods

Specimens in disk form (Ø20 x 6 mm) of commercially pure Ti (cpTi) (Grade 1 in ASTM classification) were prepared by turning and fine-polishing. Thereafter, they were ultrasonically washed with ethanol, aceton, isopropanol and distilled water for 5 min. (Ti,Al,V)N/TiO₂ coatings were deposited on the substrates in a hand-made PVD chamber while the specimens were rotated with a frequency of 0.5 Hz. After loading the specimens, the PVD chamber was evacuated up to a pressure of 1.10⁻³ mbar. A cleaning in glow discharge (substrate bias -400 V) was applied in pure Ar atmosphere at a pressure of 2.5.10⁻² mbar for 60 min. To ensure the coating stress relaxation and necessary adhesion a very thin pure layer from the TiAlV₄ target (at 2.5.10⁻³ mbar for 5 min.) was previously applied. Thereafter, the (Ti,Al,V)N film was made by reactive arc deposition in the N₂ atmosphere at 300 °C substrate temperature for a time of 120 min., 120 A arc current (3000 W target power), bias -250 V and 2.5.10⁻³ mbar pressure in the working chamber. Directly after deposition, on the (Ti,Al,V)N layer a second TiO₂ film with 0.2-0.3 μm thickness was made by oxidizing, using glow discharge at a negative bias voltage of 400 V in an oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of 2.5.10⁻² mbar for a deposition time of 90 min.

After the PVD patterning and oxidation, the samples were analyzed using an optical microscope (NIKON, Japan) to obtain optical micrographs of the surface of the sample. The images were used to obtain 3D surface plot by Image J software. WLI Photomap 3D (FOGALE Nanotech, France) with sub-nanometer vertical resolution (down to 0.1 nm) at all magnifications, was used to determine roughness parameters for the samples. The two-dimensional surface roughness values of the coatings were measured by MITUTOYO Surfset SJ-201P contact stylus profiler. Scanning electron microscopy (JEOL/EVO Version 1.0 JSM-5510) was performed at various magnifications under an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. For wettability studies sessile drop method (CSEM Alpha–Kit CH-2000) was used to measure hydrophilicity by surface contact angle at room temperature after 5 seconds and every 5 minute thereafter with Ringer-Braun solution (8.60 g/L NaCl, 0.30 g/L KCl, 0.33 g/L CuCl₂·2H₂O, pH = 5.7±0.02 at 37°C) droplet. CpTi was used as reference material in order to determine the influence of the oxidation in the (Ti,Al,V)N on the surface hydrophilicity of natural titanium oxide layer and vacuum oxidized one. Before the tests, the surfaces were rinsed with distilled water and dried in air. The droplet of 100 μl volume was pipetted onto the surface using a micro-syringe. It was illuminated with diffuse light in order to obtain an image of the drop with sharp borders. The images were recorded with a camera and the angle between the
baseline of the drop and the tangent at the droplet boundary was measured.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the software obtained 3D image representing surface characteristics determined by OM. The pseudo-colored height map (Fig. 1) gives a relative view of peaks density without actual roughness values. The measured roughness values by the contact stylus profiler and WLI method are shown in Table 1. Taking into account that the multiphase coating reflects light differently because of the micro-roughened surface, small oxide thickness, underlying (Ti,Al,V)N gold color and its roughness, etc., and the contact method sensitivity limitations, the perceived differences in the average roughness values are identifiable. Although the former factors affect the OM image accuracy, the model surface topography establishes a rough picture of the overall surface morphology.

![Optical microscopy 3D model surface](image)

**Fig. 1** Optical microscopy 3D model surface (Image J), objective – Nikon x20.

**Table 1.** Comparison of the average surface roughness values obtained by WLI (x = 847.51 μm, y = 639.78 μm area) and contact stylus profiler (base line 0.25 mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Roughness parameters</th>
<th>$R_a$ [nm]</th>
<th>$R_q$ [nm]</th>
<th>$R_z$ [μm]</th>
<th>$R_y$ [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact stylus profiler</td>
<td>Bare cpTi values</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coating values</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLI</td>
<td>Coating values</td>
<td>467.45</td>
<td>583.46</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The WLI measured $S_p$ roughness value for the scanned area of 847.51 x 639.78 μm is 467.45 nm in contrast to $R_a$ value of 270 nm obtained by the contact profiler. The differences could be attributed to the damageable surface heights during the measurements with the contact profiler. WLI determined that the maximum peak height $S_p$ was equal to 2.81 μm and the maximum valley depth $S_v$ was 2.43 μm. Using WLI analysis, the surface morphological information on the dimensional scale of lateral resolution is as good as 1 μm while the depth resolution reaches down to 1 nm [12]. Despite the lack of contact with the sample and wear of its surface, the lateral pixel sampling was less than the light wavelength and a part of the peaks and sub-micron features were masked which affected the measurements. It is known that WLI can lead to significant errors when applied to measure or image surfaces that contain features that are less than 3 μm in lateral extent and less than 500 nm in height [1] and in this context, including the (Ti,Al,V)N/TiO$_2$ coating.

Using high-resolution SEM, the micro- and nanofeatures on the surface of the coating (Fig. 2a). The surface displayed uneven topography with well-defined peaks with semispherical, “vulcanoes”-like shapes and shallow valleys (Fig. 2b). Both peaks and valleys had random distribution on the surface. The higher peaks produced during the Arc deposition of the nitride layer were spread at a distance of about 1 to 30 μm. The finer texture of the flatter surface contained repetitive microwaved morphology with dimensions from 0.5 to 1 μm that corresponded to step growth of the nitride coating. The crystal architecture of the thin nanostructured uppermost TiO$_2$ on the droplets’ peaks and the flatter nanoscaled surface is demonstrated in Fig. 3c.

High-resolution SEM revealed clearly the presence of micro- and nanofeatures on the surface of the coating (Fig. 2a). The surface displayed uneven topography with well-defined peaks with semispherical, “vulcanoes”-like shapes and shallow valleys (Fig. 2b). Both peaks and valleys had random distribution on the surface. The higher peaks produced during the Arc deposition of the nitride layer were spread at a distance of about 1 to 30 μm. The finer texture of the flatter surface contained repetitive microwaved morphology with dimensions from 0.5 to 1 μm that corresponded to step growth of the nitride coating. The crystal architecture of the thin nanostructured uppermost TiO$_2$ on the droplets’ peaks and the flatter nanoscaled surface is demonstrated in Fig. 3c.

SEM is the gold standard in morphology analysis to obtain qualitative descriptions of the surface over multiple length scale and amplitude. In such case, tilting the sample is a useful imaging technique to explore coating morphology and disclose 3D effect.

Typical tilted SEM images providing secondary electron contrast are shown in Fig. 2.

![SEM images](image)

**Fig. 2** SEM images (SE contrast): a) top view ($\theta = 10^\circ$); b) tilted topographic image at $\theta = 45^\circ$; c) oxidized droplet of the coating on the surface seen at $\theta = 90^\circ$.

The wettability of the surface is important for the adsorption of physiological fluids that take place immediately after the implantation process. The kinetics of contact area evolution of the droplet on the coated surface depending on the interaction time is schematically shown in Fig. 5. It was found out that after 30 min. of emersion, the contact angle value of the coating yielded 18° (Fig. 5).
b), whereas the smooth titanium surface produced contact angle of 32° (Fig. 3b). Therefore, the Ringer-Braun solution contact angles of the modified substrate showed close to high (but not extremely) hydrophilic properties.

Comparative measurements of Ringer-Braun solution droplet contact angles, contact diameters D and droplet heights (in mm) with time. The evolution of the contact angle does not provide information on whether the changes in time were caused by surface morphology or chemistry or they were related to the kind and way that the molecules were adsorbed. In order to determine if the observed effect is simply due to the surface differences or due to binding strengths and wetting mechanism, the droplets contact diameters and heights were measured. The lines almost parallel to each other were seen for measured values up to 15 min. (Fig. 4), indicating constant droplet diameters and heights of both surfaces. After that moment, the inconsistencies in the measured values increased. The linear slope of the angle and droplet heights decreases with time (20 and 30 minutes) with insignificant change in the droplet diameter, especially for the coated samples.

4. Discussions

The topographic observations indicate that the (Ti,Al,V)N/TiO₂ coating has an anisotropic morphology. As regards the roughness values, Sₐ (average height) value of 467.45 is more descriptive parameter than Rₐ due to the latter takes into account a single line profile while Sₐ parameter determines the whole area observed. Like Rₐ value, Sₐ is making sense when the height points are uniformly distributed according to the normal distribution curve [13]. As randomly placed peaks are present on the oxidized coating, the Sₐ values are not precisely determined but in comparison with a smooth sample (Sₐ < 0.1 nm), the topographic parameter Sₐ (583.46 nm) of the modified surface is enhanced. There is conflicting work in the literature whether an ordered topography or a disordered topography is superior in soliciting a favorable cellular response and effective protein adsorption [14]. Despite having relatively low values, it is commonly accepted that the moderately rough surfaces (500 nm up to 2 μm) have shown better results concerning osseointegration.

The SEM analysis clearly reveals the micro- and nanofeatures on the modified surface. On the (Ti,Al,V)N/TiO₂ coating the larger pits sidewalls are smooth with gradually decreasing curvatures and their bottoms are flattened. On the basis of the shallow valleys with small size and form, it could be suggested that the larger depressions are the result of the droplets initial attack and interference with surface and their movements before condensation. Such valley morphology would less entrap and even impede the bacterial rigid cell wall to adhere. Furthermore, considering the crystalline structure of the oxide, seen in Fig. 2c, its crystal architecture would be more beneficial for the decreased bacterial proliferation because Del Curto B et al. [15] discovered that the amorphous TiO₂ promote bacterial attachment. According to Pokrowiecki R. et al. [16], nano-rough titanium plates were much less colonized by bacterial cells than the conventional machined surface.

The wetting behavior differences upon emersion should be considered in conjuction with the differences in the surface structure of the oxide. After pipetting, the molecules and ions on both samples are physically adsorbed to the surface with no systematic orientation (Fig. 3). The Ti-O bond is generally thought to be ionic with negligible covalence. Even in the presence of small quantity of Al, Ti atoms bond stronger to the O than Al [17]. Increasing the time of emersion, due to the hydrophilic interaction surface monolayer of amphiphilic water molecules orients close to the surface in order to compensate the ionic surface polarization charge. On one hand, the increase of surface energy (decrease of the contact angle) of the modified surface can be related to the increase of surface roughness. In contrast, on polished cpTi the naturally formed compact oxide film is discovered to show predominant flat morphology and thickness of 3.17 nm achieved after 1 day of exposure to air [18]. For the machined cpTi Mendonça G. et al. [19] found no evidence of nanostructures on the surface. In the particular case, the topographical pattern of the surface modification decreases the contact angle compared to the polished cpTi surface even at 5 sec. time. The nanostructured oxide morphology of the coating unequivocally established a nanoscaled roughness (Fig. 3) with an increased number of atoms and, therefore, charge density on the surface. The considerable vertical surface roughness influences not
only its topography but also increases the coating superficial area. Thus, the superficial activity of the real surface area is increased and the quantities of the H-bonds and ions interactions are substantially greater.

However, the slope of the angle decreases with time (20 and 30 minutes) with insignificant change in the droplet diameter (Fig. 4), indicating an increase in adsorbate-surface interactions. Due to the liquid penetration in the modified surface, the effective area wetted by the solution in case of micro- and nano-rough surfaces is larger than the area of the smooth surface. It is likely the liquid to penetrate deeper in the oxidized coating because of the intrinsic polarity of the material. In the bottom side of the oxide, the fine-grained morphology and its uneven structure that contains pores with different sizes are also seen (Fig. 5 b). The reasons for the presence of larger pores are the smaller droplet phases surrounded by the oxide that remained unstuck at the nitride surface (Fig. 5a).

The other reason for the small covered pores presence at the oxide-nitride interference suggests not only the explanation of oxide-solution interaction but the mechanism of (Ti,Al,V)N oxidation. It follows that near to the surface the nitride undergoes complete phase transformation during the oxidation procedure. Underneath the TiO$_2$ area, the low temperature of the glow discharge during vacuum oxidation does not provide high mobility of oxygen species for complete phase segregation. Then, below the surface oxide, a complex titanium oxy-nitride nanostructure is reasonable to be expected. In addition to the interstitial atom positioning, lateral fluxes of oxygen through already existing voids, defects and/or strained parts in the small grains could be estimated. The highly reactive oxygen atoms are likely to occupy the nitrogen position in the fcc lattice of the nitride. Nitrogen atoms recombination during oxidation process should be considered as the cause for the pore presence at the oxide-nitride interface. The precipitation of molecular nitrogen (N$_2$) would be favored at grain boundaries of the nitride sublayer. The nitrogen depletion provokes augmented titanium oxidation rate in depth. The residual N atoms occupied O-atoms sides in the TiO$_2$ to form Ti-N bonds. As the vacancy mechanism is known to be more effective than simply expanding the lattice volume, many processes including adsorption, diffusion, incorporation, chemical reactions etc., impact the kinetic coefficients of the processes. The charge compensation is likely to experience downward-pointing electrical gradient near to the surface and below it (in the pores) because of the potential effect inside the micro- and nanopores. Schematic representation of the process is shown in Fig. 7.

This electrostatic field is also caused by the enhanced compressive strain that follows the nitride-oxide transformation near to the surface. This is because in crystalline TiO$_2$ the Ti atoms bond with six oxygen atoms that form an octahedral structure and O atoms prefer three titanium atoms as neighbors. As the crystal ionic radii of Ti$^{4+}$ is 74.5 pm and the O$^{2-}$ is 126 pm (in contrast to Ti$^{3+}$ - 81 pm and N$^{3-}$ - 134 pm), the lattice parameter of TiO$_2$ decreases with increasing the oxygen content. Because the oxygen concentration decreases in depth (not shown), the nitride-oxide transformation leads to compressive stress state development near to the surface. The local volume decrease within nitride – oxide phase transformation accompanies strains that contribute to the geometry and strength of adsorbate-surface interactions and capillary phenomenon. For that reason, the relative change in the droplet height with the increase of time substantially decreases for the coated sample (Fig. 7) while the drop diameter stays merely unchanged.

![Fig. 5](image)

**Fig. 5 Oxide characteristics:** a) scheme of the surface sampling for examining the bottom area of the oxide; b) SEM images (SE mode) of surface oxide structure at the bottom side.

![Fig. 6](image)

**Fig. 6 Scheme of time-dependent interaction of the coated sample with Ringer-Braun solution droplet:** a) initial contact; b) evolution of the adsorbate-surface interactions in time.

![Fig. 7](image)

**Fig. 7 Relative change in the Ringer-Braun droplet height in time.**
The Ringer-Braun solution paths for penetration into the interfacial areas via diffusion processes or capillary attraction are tightened at the surface because of the compressive stresses in the coating. The discrepancy in the contact angle values increases with time indicating that the molecules and/or ions from the solution access the coating in depth via pinholes in the TiO₂ layer that are not initially accessible. The porous surface can absorb parts of the solution and because of that, the drop floats in. In this way, the adsorbate-surface interactions increase their strength.

5. Conclusions

In this study biomimetic approach of micro- and nano-meteric modification by means of a deposition of a nitride PVD coating and its vacuum oxidizing is used. Complementary topography and morphology analysis in addition to statistical roughness description is performed to obtain a definitive characterization of the (Ti,Al,V)N/TiO₂ surface that is essential to understand different biological effects. The numerous features seen in SEM images show a qualitative difference between OM representation and more comprehensive view at two length scale. The composite film tended to be irregularly rough. The irregular features were random groups of “volcanoes” with different size (from tens of nanometers to several micrometers) and flat valleys with various sizes. The peak-to-peak distance was of the order of about one to five micrometers. The surface morphology was regulated by the physical processes of condensation, crystallographic pre-determined growth, and specific nitride oxidation. The micro- and nano-features of the underlying film and the oxide thickness determine the structure of the overlying oxide. By studying the changes in the drop contact angle it could be seen that the increased wettability compared to the polished cpTi surface was due to a combination of the surface roughness, oxidative treatment, nanocrystal oxide characteristics, coating pattern, and porosity. It is well known that the increased wettability is highly recommended for implant surfaces because the hydrophilic surface has a beneficial impact on the proteins conformation and their folding activity. Simultaneously, the permission of solution along the sidewall down to the substrate could trigger corrosion processes in the implant material. Then the most fundamental question - which surface chemistry or morphology is more important, remains still unanswered.
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